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This thesis describes the successful realisation of a prototype 
automatic null steering antenna operating at 10.5 GHz. The aim of this 
antenna system is to emulate the interference cancelling capability of 
the well known adaptive antennas without resorting to expensive ancillary 
microwave hardware such antennas require.
A study was carried out on the problems of antenna radiation pattern 
synthesis with null placement and that of resolving the amplitude and the 
direction of arrival of the incident signals on a linear antenna array. 
Detailed discussion and some new solutions to these problems are proposed 
and presented in this thesis.
Based on the knowledge gained in the work done in these two areas, an 
experimental automatic null steering antenna array system operating at
10.5 GHz. was successfully designed and constructed. The development of 
the antenna system required the design of a novel complex weighting circuit 
which could alter both the in phase and the quadrature phase signal paths 
of an input signal at 10.5 GHz independently under microprocessor control. 
Other relevant digital and microwave hardware were also developed. Detailed 
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Since the late sixties, the rapid increase in international tele­
communication services has created an urgent demand for better antenna 
systems to complement the improved satellite, terrestrial and maritime 
radio communication technology. In the past fifty years, the contribution 
to improve the performance of passive antennas and antenna phased arrays 
has been prolific. Much research effort and resources have been invested 
in the conventional antenna design areas, such as the synthesis of efficient 
antenna capture areas and more effective antenna surface geometries.
The purpose was to derive a narrow antenna beam width towards the look 
direction in the antenna radiation pattern with much suppressed side lobe 
magnitudes. Recently, attention has also been focused on a class of novel 
intelligent antenna systems which are capable of developing pattern minima in the 
direction of interfering sources. This concept has been attracting considerable
interest [2].
Indeed, among the most important performance objectives of an antenna 
system in the ever increasingly crowded radio frequency spectrum is 
undoubtedly the ablility of the antenna system to discriminate against 
unwanted interference, specifically, the interference caused by extraneous 
transmission in the same frequency. This is commonly known as the co-channel 
interference. Such in-band interference has another more insidious significance 
to the military users. Their grave concern over the Counter-Counter 
Measure (CCM) requirement in radar and other communication interference 
rejection has provided tremendous financial impetus for research into
2
this new concept [1 ],
Practical passive antenna systems are generally designed to support 
an optimum gain pattern; a gain pattern which has a narrow pointing main 
beam and much subdued side lobe levels. Unfortunately, owing to the 
the passivity of the antenna systems, they are vulnerable to co-channel 
interference, particularly if the interfering signals are relatively strong, 
and the apparent direction of arrival of the interfering signals varies 
in time. It is conceivable that the advantages gained in having an antenna 
system which has the ability to sense the presence of the spatial interference 
and track it with a steerable null pattern would be overwhelming. In fact, 
the term " Adaptive Antenna" has been now universally used to describe 
such an antenna. Basically, an adaptive antenna system is an array processing 
system which can respond to an unknown interference environment so as to 
maintain the most favourable signal reception condition.
In general, an adaptive antenna consists of a number.of antenna 
elements, albeit not necessarily identical, coupled via some signal controlling 
network and a power combiner to a single signal output. The idea of such 
an antenna system first appeared in the open literature in the early 1960s [2]. 
The early adaptive antenna was a self phasing antenna system that re-radiates 
a signal in the direction in which it receives. One of the few initial 
adaptive algorithms suitable for practical automatic antenna pattern null 
steering was developed by Howells [1,3] and Applebaum [4]. Their algorithms 
maximise the system signal to noise ratio through a specially designed 
hardware system to achieve side lobe cancellation. Other researchers such as 
Widrow and McCool [5], Widrow el at [6] extended their earlier work in the 
area of self-optimising adaptive filters [7], by applying the least mean 
square criterion, to obtain useful optimum adaptive antenna algorithms. At
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the same time, a number of research studies which were based on similar 
signal adaptivity principles have also been in progress in the areas of 
sonar and sesmic research [8-11]. Until recently, much follow up work done 
in adaptive antenna research has been centred on the consideration of its 
application in specific domains [12-18]. For example, Frost [13] imposed a 
set of " hard constraints" on the least mean square algorithm such that the maximum 
gain of the antenna radiation pattern can be arbitrarily set to a specific 
direction, while Zahm [15] and White [16] considered the inclusion of 
white noise at the antenna element input. The result is an introduction 
of a leak factor into the least mean square algorithm so that in the 
absence of the input signals, the antenna element weights decay to zero. This 
is provided that one of the element weights of the antenna array is hard­
wired to unity value. As a consequence, greater numerical stability in 
signal processing and improved insensitivity to hardware tolerances can 
be achieved.
Guided by these established works many subsequent contributions 
were made to various aspects of the adaptive controlling algorithms [18-42], 
although the fundamental concept of the signal adaptivity remains unchanged.
1.2 OBJECTIVE OF THE THESIS
In contrast to the extensive theoretical research effort in the 
derivation of optimum adaptive algorithms for various useful situations in 
antenna design, published results on the physical implementation of these 
algorithms in a practical signal environment have been relatively scarce [43­
51,163]. Among the few, Riegler and Compton [43] provided some realistic 
insight into an experimental adaptive antenna system based on the LMS algorithm. 
Preliminary verifications of its performance was favourable. An
4
interesting and simple model constructed to simulate the adaptive antenna of a 
similar kind at audio frequencies was also presented by Hashimoto el at [44]. 
Compton [45] and Potter [46] reported the construction of practical adaptive 
antenna systems for airborne and maritime applications. However, in both 
cases the eventual signal processing was achieved at an intermediate 
frequency in the lower VHF band. It is apparent that such an adaptive 
antenna system would have to be an integral part of a receiver or transmitter, 
and therefore it loses the flexibility and the convenience of being a simple 
add-on antenna facility to an existing radio communication system. In 
accordance with this argument, Baird and Rassweiler [47] successfully produced 
an operational adaptive antenna using phase shifters alone at microwave 
frequencies to achieve full adaptive control. It was shown by Ar.anasso [48] 
that such a system can be easily controlled digitally. Cipolla [49,50], on 
the other hand, described the use of digital phase shifters for automatic beam 
steering at 7.5 GHz.. Starski el at [51] have also presented an 8-chennel 
complex weight controller which consists of digitally controllable microwave 
phase shifters and attenuators for the same microwave frequency band. Beside 
the few cited publications above, the obvious scarcity in the number of 
reports of practical implementation of adaptive antenna at microwave 
frequencies appearing in the open literature is understandable. Such an 
exercise entails considerable resources both in terms of financial and 
specialised expertise in the design and construction of radio frequency hardware. 
Moreover, there remains the problem of realising the various associated 
digital processor hardware and software requirements necessary for this task. 
Another severe handicap in pursuing this course in an average microwave 
laboratory is the general lack of suitable measurement and fabrication 
instrumentation. This problem is further exacerbated by the prohibitive cost 
of the necessary equipment. In view of these difficulties, it is the 
intention of this thesis to investigate the practical realisation of an
useful antenna array system which retains the essential features of an 
adaptive antenna system but without the need of specialised supporting 
equi pment.
The antenna array system described in this thesis possesses the ability to 
form desirable antenna pattern with prescribed angular directions of the antenna 
pattern maximum and minima. Successful experimental verification of this null 
steering feature of the antenna array system is presented in details in 
Section 5.4.
Utilizing this null steering capability, the antenna array system can also 
be further extended to resolve the direction of arrival of wavefronts from 
distant signal sources. Theoretical analyses necessary for spatial resolution 
of signal sources using antenna array of this nature are also succinctly presented 
in this thesis.
Due to the lack of suitable measurement equipment, the experimental 
verification of the antenna array performance in this area was carried out by 
asuming the reciprocity principle, in which, the antenna array system was used 
as a transmitting antenna. A distant receiving antenna was then used to provide 
a detection target. A simple scanning beam detection experiment results are 
presented in Section 5.3.1.
With the accompanying side lobes of the antenna pattern, the simple scanning 
beam detection technique is not a satisfactory one, since erroneous deductions 
may be drawn. An improved method is to use the analytical algorithm developed 
by Leavitt [58], Cheah and Paoloni [59]. This algorithm provides a simple way 
of estimating the output signal vector of each of the antenna elements. With 
antenna element output information, more advanced signal detection algorithms 
such as that of Cheah and Paoloni [60] can be applied. The covariance matrix 
measurement technique developed in Section 3.3 was used to detect a single
5a
unknown signal target successfully with a detection accuracy of ± 10° 
achieved. The measurement results are presented in Section 5.3.2. For 
multiple target detection, the resolution algorithm requires that the target 
sources to be in phase. This cophasal restriction limits the usefulness of the 
algorithm to a few special cases.
Since the detection algorithm requires lengthy computation of complex 
matrix inverses, a closed loop antenna array system as proposed by this thesis 
is beyond the scope of the current setup using a simple BBC computer with 
limited Basic interpreter. However, it is not beyond simple reasoning that if 
suitable computing power is available, the resultant information produced by 
the resolution algorithm concerning the signal directions detected can be used to 
loop back to the null steering algorithm for the enhancement or the rejection of 
the signal received as desired. A closed loop deterministic antenna array system 
can then be realised.
In this thesis all the necessary theoretical and hardware tools are 
provided.
The antenna array constructed as a result of this study is designed to 
operate at 10.5 Ghz. The choice of the frequency is basically arbitrary. The 
main consideration is the size of the antenna array given the limited 
accommodation area. Not so less important is the fact that most of the 
available test equipment at hand is at this frequency.
The antenna array consists of four microstrip disk patch antenna elements. 
Each antenna element is controlled by a specially developed complex weighting 
circuit which is, in turn, controlled by a signal processing microcomputer.
The design of the complex weighting circuits have been made slightly wider in 
frequency response as they are actually required. The reason being that the 
fabrication accuracy of the microstrip circuits do not allow the precision
5b
in setting the circuit frequency. Thus one must have a broader frequency 
response circuit design to overcome this handicap. In broadening the frequency 
response of the the complex weighting circuit instead of the antenna disk patch, 
the same microstrip substrate material can be used for all the microwave 
components.
Each of the complex weighting circuits consists of a pair of 0° to 90° 
phase shifters, a pair of single bit 0° or 180° phase shifters, a pair of 
quadrature hybrid combiners and a quadrature delay line. The use of the single 
bit 0° or 180° phase shifters is to cover all the four angular phase quadrants with 
the help of the 0° to 90° phase shifters.
Output of the complex weighting circuits is summed by a 4-input 
Wilkinson combiner. In this way, the antenna front end signal processing hardware 
remains independent of the corresponding receiver or transmitter which is 
attached to the output of the antenna system. Consequently, it can be used as 
a direct substitute for the conventional antennas. The beam forming results 
obtained from this experimental antenna array system are encouraging and it 
can be seen from the materials presented throughout this work.
1.3 THESIS SUMMARY AND CONTRIBUTIONS
A general theoretical exposition on the subject of antenna 
radiation pattern synthesis with prescribed null placement is presented in 
Chapter 2. In this Chapter, an initial study [62] is carried out to unify 
the three well known synthesis methods namely, the methods described by 
Kwok and Brandon [52], Steyskal [53], Drane and Mcllvenna [54]. A simple 
method for solving the antenna radiation pattern with null constraint problem
is subsequently developed and it is proved to be equivalent to all the 
three methods mentioned under specific conditions.
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Using the UDU^ ( Upper left triangle - Diagonal- Upper right triangle) 
Factorisation technique which is also known as the Modified Cholesky 
Factorisation Method [70,71,72], an efficient matrix inversion method pertinent 
to antenna radiation pattern synthesis application is also introduced. The 
technique allows an antenna radiation pattern to be up-dated with minimum 
mathematical manipulation when a new null constraint is to be added or 
discarded.
In the situation where the direction of arrival of the interference 
drifts rapidly in time, there have been several research [55,56] 
which suggest the use of antenna radiation pattern with broadened nulls 
to overcome this problem. However, with the use of the up-dating strategy 
just described, such an interference situation can be effectively rectified 
without the need to resort to high speed signal processors nor broadened 
null formation.
In Chapter 3, three separate methods are developed to resolve the 
directions and the amplitudes of the signal incident upon a linear antenna 
array. The methods are based on the assumption of the availability of the 
output signal from each of the antenna elements through either cross 
correlation loops [57], or a direct estimation process [58,59]. The first 
method [59] resolves N/2 signal directions and amplitudes for an antenna of 
N elements. This is made possible by a direct solution of a set of linear 
simultaneous equations, from which a complex polynomial can be formulated.
The solutions of the complex polynomial enable the N/2 signal directions to 
be evaluated. The amplitudes of the signal sources can then be solved 
easily by another set of simultaneous equations. Based on the same assumption
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that the output signal of each of the antenna elements is available, the 
second method [60] begins with the identification of the number of the 
incident signals on the antenna array. The corresponding direction and 
amplitude of the incident signals are then deduced from the modified 
information matrix through eigen analysis. The desirable solution can be 
finally obtained from the solutions to a complex polynomial.
The third method [60] extends the similar eigen analysis procedure 
to the situation where the antenna element output signal covariance matrix
is available by some practical means. The latter two methods permit up to 
N-1 signal sources to be resolved when a linear antenna array of N elements 
is used. Also in this Chapter, the basis of the common assumptions on the 
uncorrelated noise and signals is also clarified [6].
Chapter 4 presents various hardware designs of microwave and 
microprocessor components. An in-depth consideration of the design of 
complex weighting circuits to operate at 10.5 GHz. is described. A practical 
complex weighting circuit is successfully constructed and experimentally evaluated. 
This circuit consists of:-
a) 2x 3dB branch-line hybrid phase shifters.
b) 2x 3dB branch-line hybrid 1 bit 180° phase shifters .
c) lx 3dB branch-line hybrid power combiner.
d) lx 3dB branch-line hybrid power divider.
and it is constructed in microstrip transmission lines, Similarly, a 
microstrip 4-element disk patch array and a 4-input binary power combiner 
are also fabricated and tested.
A dedicated microcomputer was custom designed and built for the control 
of the complex weighting circuits configured in a 4-element antenna array.
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This design took advantage of the redundancy of one of the control signal 
lines of the M6802 microprocessor [63], so that a simple decoding scheme 
was able to be implemented. The result was a custom designed 7-chip 
microcomputer with 4-kilo byte ROM, a peripheral interface adaptor and an 
asynchronous communication interface adaptor. Further expansion of this 
microcomputer is also possible.
Chapter 5 explains the design philosophy of a 4-element automatic 
null steering antenna and its construction. This antenna array with its 
special hardware configuration and its unique control strategy provides an 
interesting and probable alternative to other well known antenna array 
systems with automatic interference cancelling capability. The production 
of this antenna does not entail specialised microwave circuit fabrication 
facilities and therefore can be conveniently duplicated at low cost.
The microcomputer control algorithm was formulated so that it allows 
continuous interrupt accessibility at any stage of the antenna array processor 
operation. It is also capable of being controlled by other external 
microcomputers or directly by a mainframe computer. These attributes allow 
this experimental antenna array to lend itself as a suitable test-bed for 
various beam forming and signal resolution exercises. In addition, it can 
also be used for testing suitably designed adaptive algorithms [64,162,170]. 
which are adaptable to this antenna array configuration.
Results of the various beam forming and signal direction resolution 
experiments are also presented in this Chapter.
Chapter 6 contains the conclusions and suggestions for future extension 
to this research.
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CHAPTER 2
SYNTHESIS OF ANTENNA PATTERN WITH CONTROLLED NULL 
PLACEMENT
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The problem of maximising the antenna gain or signal to noise ratio 
(SNR) and that of controlled null placement in antenna radiation pattern 
synthesis have been studied widely [4,57,65-68]. One of the early papers 
that addressed the above problems simultaneously is that by Drane and 
Mcllvenna [54]. Their method seeks the maximisation of antenna radiation 
pattern gain, which is defined as the ratio of two Hermitian forms with 
a set of null constraint vectors. The procedure is involved and requires 
several matrix transformations in order to obtain the optimum weight. Fujita 
and Takao [69] applied adaptive array techniques [4,57] to the problem 
of antenna radiation pattern synthesis. They considered the case of a single 
constrained null and showed that the radiation pattern can be expressed as 
the sum of the main beam and a cancellation beam in the direction of the 
null when the interference source strength approaches infinity. Kwok and 
Brandon [52] considered the general case of contrained multiple nulls and 
showed that the optimal weight vector can be obtained by inverting the 
Gram Matrix. Steyskal [53J considered the problem of minimising the mean 
square error between a desirable antenna radiation pattern and the null 
constrained patterns. It was shown that under similar conditions 
to those considered by Fujita and Takao [69], the two methods are in fact 
equivalent.
In this chapter a new method of solving the null steering problem 
is proposed, and it is proved to be the optimal solution to the simultaneous
12
signal to noise maximisation and controlled null placement problem. 
Futhermore, the proposed method is shown to be equivalent to that of Kwok 
and Brandon [52] and Steyskal [53]. In addition, it is also equivalent 
to that of Drane and Mcllvenna [54] under certain conditions. The problems 
of maximum gain reduction and main-lobe angular shifts which are inherent 
to the controlled null placement problem are also investigated. Although 
the main lobe can be constrained in the look direction, it can only be 
accomplished at the expense of further reduction in gain or signal to noise 
ratio.
The problem of up-dating an existing antenna radiating pattern to 
a new pattern where new null constraints are imposed is also considered. A 
novel method using the Modified Choleski Factorisation, UDU^, enables 
an efficient up-dating procedure to be implemented easily. This method does 
not require the cumbersome mathematical manipulations that are normally 
required in the direct complex matrix inversion algorithms. Accordingly, it 
provides a possible alternative to the broadened null synthesis methods [55, 
56] in overcoming rapid interference drift problems.
2.2 ANALYSIS OF DIRECT SOLUTION METHOD [62].
Consider a linear array of N isotropic antenna elements with uniform 
spacing as shown in Figure 2.2.1. The antenna far field radiation pattern 
is described by:
N-l _
g(e)= l W.e‘jl1"J= S*W (2.2.1)
i=0
where u=2d sine /A, e is the angle measured with respect to broadside, d is 
the antenna element spacing and A is the operating wavelength. W=[ Wq , W-j,. 
•** ^N 1-^ comP^ex wei9^T vector; S = N ^ [  1, e’’̂1TU, e-^ ™ ,  ...,
12a
0•
k- d — »!
Figure 2.2.1: Schematic diagram of the antenna array.
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e j(N l)irû  the space vector an(j superscripts (.)T and (.)* denote 
transposition and complex conjugate transpose respectively.
Suppose the vector for the desired signal in the direction e =0° is 
Sq and assume that there is an uncorrelated unit power noise present on each 
antenna element, the signal to noise ratio can be expressed without loss 
of generality,
SNR= wV ! w
W*W
( 2 . 2 . 2 )
where SNR is the signal to noise ratio.
Now consider m narrow band interference sources in the directions e-j^ 
...,em with all e.. being different. Imposing nulls in these directions is 
equivalent to the following set of independent constrained vectors being 
satisfied:-
•k
g.j= S..W =0 i=l,2,...,m. (2.2.3)
In the unconstrained situation, it is well known that Equation (2.2.2) 
is maximised when W=Sq .
A weighting system is chosen such that the gain in the desired signal 
direction is
g0= S * W = 1 .  (2.2.4)
Then, a direct solution for the weight coefficients which carries null
placement such that gQ= 1 , g.|= ----=gm= 0 should yield a good signal to
noise plus interference ratio as suggested in Hudson [73]. This is 
equivalent to solving the following set of simultaneous equations
14










The linear Equation (2.2.5) will permit a unique solution only when
m= N-l. No solution is possible if m >N-1 and thus no more than N-l
constraints can be imposed. When m < N-l there are an infinite number of
solutions and it is of special interest to find a particular solution for W.
There are many possibilities, including the pseudo-inverse of [ Sq , ,...
* y
sS^] . Another solution is to assume W lies in the space spanned by Sq , S^, 
This is equivalent to the situation in which W can be expected as a 




a .$.  1 1 ( 2 . 2 . 6 )
Substituting Equation (2.2.6) into Equation (2.2.5) yields :-








s 1s l • • •
*
S-. s  1 m 0
*
S S n m u\
. . .
*








Since Sq , S-j , . .., Sm are independent vectors, the Gram determinant of 
Equation (2.2.7) is non-singular and hence a., i= 0, 1, ... m can be 
obtained by inverting the Gram matrix. Back substituting into Equation (2.2.6)
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yields the required weight for each antenna element. It can now be shown 
that the solution of Equation (2.2.7) 1n reality, maximises the signal to 
noise ratio of Equation (2.2.2) subjected to the constraints of Equation
(2.2.3). The proof parallels that of Drane and Mcllvenna [54] and Kwok 
and Brandon [52],
Firstly, an NxN contrained matrix C is formed. Each of the first m
rows in C consists of one of the constrained vectors S.., the m+1 row consists 
*
of Sq and the remaining (N-m-1) rows are arbitrarily chosen independent 
vectors. Next, the Gram Schmidt procedure is applied to the matrix C to get an 
orthogonal constrained matrix Q:-
qll q12 "• qlN
Q =
qml







( 2 . 2 . 8)
From the Gram Schmidt procedure, it follows that the first row of Q^,
to be denoted as , is a linear combination of S-, i= 0, 1, ...» m and is
*
also orthonormal to S., i= 1, 2, ..., m.,
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m
Qdr  l <>is!
1*0
(2.2.9)
Note that Is now a row vector and the orthonormal relationship 
is equivalent to
6oQd i V  1 <2 - 2 - 10>
Qdisr  0 1=1.2.... m (2.2.11)
Rewriting Equation (2.2.10) and Equation (2.2.1 1 ) in matrix form 
yields Equation (2.2.7) where <xq= Bq , <*..= Bq B̂  , i* 1, 2, ..., m.
Since Q^i is orthcnormal to Qc and other rows of by the nature of the
Gram Schmidt procedure, it follows that
SNR






where w= QW or W= Q w, substitution of Equation (2.2.12) into Equation (2. 
2.13) yields














-  w ( 2 . 2 . 1 4 )
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0 .0  .
(2.2.15)










and substituting from Equation (2.2.9), it follows that the weight 
vector which maximises Equation (2.2.2) with constraints imposed in 





V i ( 2 . 2 . 1 7 )
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where
• • • > m.
Thus, comparing Equation (2.2.17) with Equation (2.2.6), it is clear 
that apart from a scaling factor a^, the solution of Equation (2.2.7) 
gives the optimal antenna weights needed for the generation of an antenna 
radiation pattern with gain maximisation and null constraints.
Next, it is necessary to show that the solution obtained from Equation
(2.2.7) is, in fact, equivalent to the solutions [52,53,54] proposed for 
the several optimisation problems related to the antenna radiation pattern 
synthesis with prescribed null constraints.
2.3 EQUIVALENCE OF THE CONSTRAINED NULLS ANTENNA PATTERN SYNTHESIS METHODS
For clarity of presentation, the solutions to several optimisation 
problems related to constrained null placement in antenna radiation pattern 
synthesis and the conditions under which they are equivalent are summarised 
below:-
a) Drane and Mcllvenna [54] (denoted by DM)
The problem posed in Reference [54] is to maximise the directive pattern 
gain defined by:-
(2.3.1)
subject to the constraint
S,W = 0 1=1 ,2 , ... , m C2.3.2)
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and A is the operating wavelength, d is the inter-element spacing which is 
assumed to be uniform; W and S.. , i= 0, 1, ..., m are defined in the previous 
section.




PT « W*W if d=
b) Kwok and Brandon [52] ( denoted by KB)
The problem posed in Reference [52 J is to maximise the signal to 
noise ratio [SNR),;
SNR= wV o w
w*w
[2.3.4)
subject to Equation [2.3.2) and the solution given can be expressed as,
m
W  so - l “i Si
i ~1
Where a . ,  i =1»2, ..., m is given by the solution of
( 2 . 3 . 5 )
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c) Steyskal [53] (denoted by SK)
(2.3.6)
The problem posed in Reference [53] is to minimise the mean square 









g( e )= s w
The solution is also given by Equation (2.3.5) and Equation (2.3.6). 
From the above summaries, the following conclusions can be drawn 
a) Equivalence 2.3.1 :
Clearly, the KB and the SK methods are equivalent since the solutions 
given by Equation (2.3.5) and Equation (2.3.6) are identical. Also, since 
the KB method has the same objective function represented by Equation (2.2.2) 
end subject to constraints given by Equation (2.2.7), then the resulting 
solution is equivalent to the solution of Equation (2.2.3). In fact,
Equations (2.2.7) and (2.3.5) can both be derived by applying the projection 




Comparing the objective functions in Equations (2.3.1 ) and (2.3.4) it 
is obvious that, in general, the DM method will yield a different solution to 
the other methods described so far. However, when the inter-element 
spacing is equal to a half wavelength, B is an NxN identity matrix and Equations
(2.3.1) and (2.3.4) are identical. Thus all the four methods are equivalent 
in this particular case.
It is important to point out here that the gain maximisation with 
constrained null placement solution will produce the same pattern as that 
obtained by maximising the signal to noise plus interference ratio (SNIR) in 
the limiting case where the signals become infinitely strong [69]. The later 
condition will force the optimal SNIR pattern to maintain nulls at the 
interference sources and hence it is equivalent to the constrained vectors of 
Equation (2.2.3).
To illustrate Equivalences shown in Equations (2.3.1) and (2.3.2), 
results obtained in a number of interesting situations are compared. Figure 
2.3.1 shows the case of a broadside array of eight elements with half
wavelength spacing. The solid curve shows an antenna radiation pattern 
with maximum gain in the broadside direction (0 = 0° ) and two null 
constraints at 0̂  = 10° and ~  ~  * The same results for the
identical constraint conditions generated by all four methods coincided. For 
the sake of comparison, the radiation pattern for an array of equal, in phase 
elements with half wavelength spacing is included in the figure and the 
plotted results are normalised so that both radiation patterns radiate the 
same power.
Figure 2.3.2 shows the results for the same physical array as shown in 
Figure 2.3.1 except that there is only one null constraint at e-j= -36°, and a
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side lobe level constraint imposed. In this case* an uniform -32 dB side lobe 
level is imposed by modifying the $q term in Equation (2.2.17) with Tchebyshev 
polynomial coefficients. Once again the antenna radiation patterns produced 
by all the four methods mentioned do appear to coincide.
Figure 2.3.3 shows the resultant radiation pattern for the same 
constraint conditions as that shown in Figure 2.3.1 except that the array 
elements are now equally spaced by 1/3 wavelength apart. To allow a 
convenient comparison between the figures, the vertical axis of Figure 2.3.3 
has the same 0 dB reference level as Figures 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.
2.4 SPATIAL ANGULAR OFFSET OF MAIN LOBE AND ITS GAIN REDUCTION
In achieving maximum signal to noise ratio with null constraints in 
antenna pattern synthesis, there occurs a reduction in gain in the desirable 
look direction as well as a spatial angular shift in the main lobe. Both are 
undesirable effects as far as the performance of an antenna system is 
concerned. Unfortunately, they are inherent to the problem posed. The 
relative reduction in gain in the look direction can be calculated from 
Equation (2.3.5). Using the fact that the unconstrained maximum gain in the 
look direction is ,
then,
m





Figure 2.3.1 : Eight-element, half wavelength equally 
spaced antenna array radiation pattern.
Dotted line - Equal and in phase weights 
without constraints;
Solid line - Null constraints at 10°, -27° 
gain maximisation at 0°
(DM, KB, & SK methods. Eqn. 
2.2.7}
Both arrays radiate the same power.
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Figure 2,3.2: Eight-element, half wavelength, equally spaced 
antenna array radiation pattern 
Dotted lihe - Equal and in phase weights without 
constraints.
Solid line - Tchehysbev weights for -32 dB side-lobes 
with one null at -30° and gain 
maximisation at 0°
Both arrays radiate the same power
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Figure Z.3*3 : Eight element 1/3 wavelength equally spaced
antenna radiation pattern with null constraints 
at 10°, -27° and gain maximisation at 0°
Dotted line - SIC, KB methods, Eqn, (_2.2.7l 
Solid line - DM method.
Broken line - 0 dB level as in Figure 2.
B oth  a r r a y s  r a d ia t e  th e  same pow er.
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where 9 c ( 0 q )  is the constrained maximum gain in the look direction.
The angular shift of the main lobe is given by 0q- 0c> where ec can be easily 
obtained by solving the following optimisation problem using standard 
techniques.
ec = Arg max w* max (2.4.2)
where S has been defined in section 2.2 and W given by Equation (2.3.5).
max
In practice, ec can be obtained by a simple gradient search in the vicinity 
of 6q or graphically by plotting the antenna radiation pattern.
The angular shift of the main lobe can readily be explained
*
geometrically in Figure 2.4.1. In the unconstrained pattern, W x will point
to the direction Sq . In the constrained case, where there is a null placed
in the direction of , the constrained condition W S^= 0 is required, i.e.
* *
W must be orthogonal to S-j. This means that W is now restricted to the 
plane defined by e-j and Hence maximisation of gain in the direction 
of Sq will produce Wmax as indicated in Figure 2.4.1. In another words, the
•k
projection of W „ onto sA is maximum. The main lobe will now be in the max 0
*
direction of Wmax and the phase shift is thus clearly shown. The reduction 
in gain and the main lobe angular offset have already been demonstrated in 
Figure 2.3.1 and Figure 2.3.3.
In applications where the main lobe angular shift is undesirable the 




*W = 0 
f3=e0
(2.4.3)
Equation (2.2.7) now contains one additional column and row in the matrix 
and there is an associated am+^.
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*3
Figure 2.4.1 : Orthogonal projection of the space yector
Sq onto the constraint yector S-j plane defined 
hy e-j and e^.
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The constraint ensures that the mainlobe is pointing in the direction 
SQ. Figure 2.4.2 shows the resultant pattern generated under similar 
conditions to figure 2.3.1. To constrain the direction of the main lobe, 
the result is that there is a further reduction in gain and an unconstrained 
null has moved from -16° (in Figure 2.3.1) to approximately -10° (in Figure 
2.4.2). In effect, the movement of this null has balanced the presence of 
the prescribed null at 10° that originally caused the shifting of the 
main lobe.
2.5 APPLICATION OF U0UT DECOMPOSITION IN OPTIMAL ANTENNA WEIGHT VECTOR 
COMPUTATION AND UP-DATE.
So far, several optimisation problems[52-54,62] associated with antenna 
array radiation pattern synthesis with prescribed null placement have been 
investigated in the preceding sections. The use of these methods to 
suppress interference in favour of the desirable signal has been widely 
proposed [53,54]. However, the null pattern produced by these methods 
exhibits essentially narrow null widths. In the situation where the directions 
of arrival of the interference drift with time, antenna radiation patterns 
with sharp nulls would have to be steered frequently to ensure continual 
interference cancellation. The synthesis of each new antenna radiation 
pattern requires at least one matrix inversion of dimension mxm where m is the 
number of the constrained nulls. For large arrays, an alternative approach 
of having broadened antenna radiation pattern nulls has also been reported 
[55-56]. Its aim is to overcome the necessity of continuous null steering 
in tracking slow drifting interference sources. In this section, an 
efficient null constraint up-date algorithm is proposed whereby the new 
optimal weight vector can be evaluated without a complete matrix inversion 
procedure having to be carried out when a fresh null constraint is desirable.
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Figure 2.4.2: Eight-element, half wavelength equally spaced array 
radiation pattern.
Dotted line- Equal and in-phase weights without 
constraints
Solid line- Null constraints at 10°, -27° with 
added main-lobe constraint at 0°
(Eqn. 2.4.3)
Both a r ra y s  r a d ia te  th e  same power.
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It is well known from antenna pattern with null constraint synthesis 
methods [52,53], that the optimal complex weight vector can be calculated 
from the solution of the following real matrix equation set
where,












h • [ 3-j > ^2 * * * *
b = £ S1S0’ S2S0’ •••’ SmS0 T̂
-j(n-l) .
2 ui Jui
S = e i ■’[ 1 , e \  .





The superscripts T and * denote transposition and complex conjugate 
transpose respectively, x is the operating wavelength,d is the inter-element 
spacing while n is the number of array elements and m,the number of null 
constraints. The angle e is measured with respect to the array broadside.
is the direction of the desired'main lobe and , i=l,2,--- - m are the
directions of the desired nulls. S., i= 0,1,___,m are the respective space
vectors of the antenna array.
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By using the geometric centre of an equal inter-element spacing antenna 
array as the origin, R is a symmetric, positive definite real matrix. The 
optimal complex weight vector is then obtained from:-
Wopt
m
• v , i ,
a .$.l i (2.5.2)
Although the solution of Equation (2.5.1) is available using a number 
of well known methods, here, the Modified Cholesky Factorisation Method 
which can shown to be of considerable advantage in the case of a large number 
of null constraints [76], is applied.
Consider a real symmetric, positive definite matrix P where P is defined 
as P= C*C,
C= [ Sq , , ---- $m] (2.5.3)
Thus, P can be expressed as an augmented matrix of R,
P =
i : bT*'Ti (2.5.4)
where a= SqSq








then, from Equation (2.5.4) and Equation (2.5.5),
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a ! bT
> t • 
1 | 0
' * 
d 1 ! 0
1
*
1 ¡ V T I ri  o '1 < - - J __1 _ > s
b ; r  , k . v  1 Ur 0 0
1
0 1 UT i u 1 [ o  i I
(2.5.6)
where I is an identity matrix. From Equation (2,5.6), it follows,
ad^+ bTvd1 j ad-j vT+ bT(U1du{+ vd^1) 1
0 j I
(2.5.7)
bd-|+ Rvd1 i bd1 vT+ R(U1d1u{+ vd^7)
Thus, the solution to Equation (2.5.1) can be e a s i l y  derived from the
relationship obtained in the bottom left of the matrix Equation (2.5.7), i.e. 
h= -v.
It is now necessary to relate P~^ to P itself.
Let P= u V 1 ,
then,
p-1- (u"r)-1o'-1u ' - 1
Because the UDU^ decomposition is unique [71], therefore,
(2.5.9)
u= (u '1 ) ' 1 (2.5.10)
and, D= (o' ) ' 1 (2.5.11)
The inversion required by Equations (2.5.10) and (2.5.11) can be 
easily computed, since U is a triangular matrix while D , is a diagonal 
matrix.
Now consider the situation where one or more of the null steering 
constraints are to be changed due to the external interference environment.
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where R-j is the remaining old elements of the P matrix.
Assume the original UDU factorisation can also be modified to,
pr




t *4 , °  ! D1 ? 1 »ÎI
(2.5.13)
where U-j and D-j are the corresponding old elements of the UDU^ matrices in 
Equation (2.5.5). A and B are the newly included elements.
By combining Equations (2.5.12) and (2.5.13), it can be easily seen that 

















Thus, the UDU^ factorisation process is need only be carried 
out on the modified portion of the P matrix. Obviously, using this method, 
considerable saving in computation time can be achieved if the null 
constrained elements of the matrix to be altered are those closest to the 
uppermost rows of the matrix, whilst the saving in computation steps 
diminishes towards the lower portions of the matrix.
Next, an antenna radiation pattern processing strategy in which the
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null steering on-call computation time can be effectively improved is 
described.
In a typical null steering antenna system, the controlling processor 
is normally idle until an angular steering instruction is executed. The 
response time required for the antenna system to react to the interference 
environment is therefore a function of the speed of the processor in 
computing a new set of optimum weight vectors, when they are needed. However, 
if the request for the null steering computation command is configured as a 
hardware interrupt to the processor, the processor could then avail itself 
for the UDl/ factorisation process using various favourable combinations of row 
elements for R. The optimum choice is, of course, to place the most likely 
to change contraint row element at the upper most row of R followed by others 
in the decreasing order of volatility with the corresponding changes to the h and 
the b vectors of Equation (2.5.1). The results of the UDU^ factorisation is 
then stored in the system memory. Upon the receipt of a null steering command 
under the hardware interrupt, the most favourable precalculated result is 
then chosen for further processing . This computation strategy is 
particularly valuable in the case of parallel processing using a second 
transparent processor. Perhaps the main disadvantage in this up-dating 
strategy is that it requires a comparatively larger amount of storage Random 
Access Memory (RAM) than the conventional antenna array of this type. However, 
currently, the cost and the physical dimensions of high density RAM devices 
are decreasing rapidly, thus, it can be safely commented that the additional 
memory requirement would not be a major design penalty.
2.6 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, various facets of antenna radiation pattern 
synthesis with null constraints have been discussed. A direct method of
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solving the null steering problem is proposed, and it is proved to be the 
optimal solution to satisfy both signal to noise ratio maximisation and 
controlled null placement requirements. Furthermore, the proposed method
is shown to be equivalent to that of Kwok and Brandon [52], Steyskal [53], 
Drane and Mcllvenna [54] under specific conditions. The problem of Up-dating 
an existing antenna pattern to a new pattern where new null constraints are 
imposed is also considered. A novel antenna radiation pattern up-dating 
method using the UDU^ factorisation method is presented and a subsequent 
signal processing strategy is produced for the antenna array system to 
synthesise the required antenna radiation patterns on demand with maximum 
efficiency. Thus, it avoids the need to synthesise broadened nulls to 




SPATIAL RESOLUTION QF SIGNAL SOURCES USING A LINEAR 
ANTENNA ARRAY
3.1 INTRODUCTION
In the development of adaptive antenna systems, the main focus of the 
design interest is often aimed at the enhancement of the signal to noise 
ratio (SNR) at the receiver output. Maximum SNR is usually achieved by 
determining the antenna weight coefficients adaptively using algorithms such 
as the Gradient Method, the Least-Mean-Square Error Method, the Random Gradient 
Search Method and others [3-7,13-15,22]. However, these adaptive algorithms 
afford little external control over the actual antenna radiation pattern 
being generated. For some applications, such as satellite earth terminals 
and fixed terrestrial radio links, such control over the antenna patterns 
being generated is indeed essential.
Obviously, in the situation where the desired signal is accompanied 
by interference, the problem can be overcome by the synthesis of an optimal 
antenna radiation pattern [52-54,62], so that the maximum of the gain pattern 
pointing towards the desired signal source while a set of null patterns 
eliminate the interference signals. In this way, the most favourable signal 
to noise ratio can be maintained. However, to achieve this extra degree of 
control, the antenna array concerned is required to be capable of resolving 
directions of the incident signal sources.
It is well known that adaptive antenna arrays are capable of rejecting 
unwanted signals and hence can be used to resolve the signal directions 
by computing the resultant antenna pattern using the steady state weight 
vectors [87]. It was shown [53,69] that signal to noise ratio maximisation
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and gain optimisation with null constraints yield the same antenna radiation 
pattern in the limiting case when the interference sources are of infinite 
strength. However, this is not an effective way of resolving the direction 
of the interference sources for obvious reasons.
Methods of resolving the direction of the incident signals on an 
antenna array have been investigated by a number of authors. Moody [80] used 
the method of inverse filtering on a circular array and obtained the 
coefficients of the inverse filter by measuring the output of each 
element of the antenna array. Cheah and Paoloni [59] estimated the output 
of each antenna element by a predetermined weighting sequence and resolved 
the directions of the incident signals by solving a set of linear simultaneous 
equations and the roots of a complex polynomial. In both cases, the antenna 
array considered is capable of resolving up to N/2 sources for an antenna 
array of N elements.
Owsley [81], Frost 111 [13], Hackett [82] and White [83], on the other 
hand, used the properties of eigenvectors associated with the array covariance 
matrix used to determine weighting coefficients for the antenna elements, This gives 
rise to an array pattern whose main lobe corresponds to one of the incident signals 
independent of others. However, the actual relationship between 
each leading eigenvector and the interference direction it indicates, has not 
been established. Davis, Brennan and Reed [84] approached the problem by 
using a maximum likelihood method which estimates the adaptive sum and 
difference beams and hence the angles of arrival of the signal wave fronts.
Cantoni and Godara [85] showed that when the eigenvector corresponding to 
the minimum eigenvalue of the array covariance matrix is used as the antenna 
array weight'vector, it produces an array pattern which has nulls 
corresponding to the incident interference wavefronts. Other properties of
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the eigenvalue and eigenvector of the array covariance matrix have also been 
used by Raddi [86] and Kumaresan and Tufts [26] to estimate the angles of 
arrival of incident waves from signal sources on an antenna array.
In this chapter, three methods are proposed to resolve the directions
of the incident waves from signal sources using a linear antenna array with equally 
spaced elements. The first two methods assume that the output of each 
antenna array element is available either through direct measurement or 
estimation by some practical means [58,59]. The third method assumes that 
the array covariance matrix is available, In this case, the role played by 
the eigenvalue distribution in the covariance matrix is also clarified.
The first method resolves only N/2 incident sources with an antenna array of 
N elements while the latter two methods, N-l or less incident sources. This 
is done through the initial identification of the number of incident sources 
and the directions,so that the amplitudes of the signal sources are then 
calculated as well.
3.2 RESOLUTION OF N/2 MONOCHROMATIC SIGNAL SOURCES USING A LINEAR ANTENNA
ARRAY [59]
Consider a linear array of N isotropic antenna elementswith equidistant 
inter-element spacing. The signal output XR at the n ^  antenna element is a 
consequence of m incident rays having relative phase shifts with respect to 
the first element which is indicated by n=0, i|>n=0, as shown in Figure 3.2.1.
Thus ,
m -1
V  Er/ *n = l Ak cos(n V
k=0
n=0,l,2,... ,2m-l






Figure 3.2.1: Schematic diagram of the antenna array.
Where N is the number of the antenna elements.
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2ird
V  — sin ek
Ao
is the k ^  Incident wave direction. For N= even there are 2m simultaneous 
equations and in the case where N= odd, the last antenna element output is 
excluded. In this case, the resolution power is reduced to (N/2 -1) sources 
so that 2m simultaneous equations are still available. The solution for 
Equation (3.2.1) cannot be solved directly, instead a transcendental equation 
transformation of Equation (3.2.1) needs to be carried out..
The details of the transformation can be found in Appendix A [88]. 
The transformed equation for Equation (3.2.1) can be written as,
and,
m-1
I Akcos V  Vn 
k=0
n=0,l,.., 2m- 1 for n=odd 
n=0,l,.., 2m -2 for n=even.








and Int(.) denotes the integer part of the number enclosed by the parentheses. 
Now, let Xk =cosyk , k=0,l,... ,m-l be the k**1 roots of the polynomial, 
P(X)= d0+ d^X + d2X2 + .... Xm =0 (3.2.4)
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where the coefficients of P(X), i.e., d0,dr ..., dm l satisfy:
•s f  > f  y





• • . .
• • • •
V i
w
• • • • V2m-2. . V i ' V2m -V
Equation (3.2.5) is derived from Equations (3.2.2) and (3.2.4) as 
follows:-
a) Multiply dk with the kth equation of Equation(3.2.2) 
k-0,1 )...., m-1
b) Adding the first (m+1) equations using Equation (3.2.4) yields the 
first equation of Equation (3.2.5)
c) Repeating the above procedure m times with successive m + 1  equations 
of Equation (3.2.4) produces Equation (3.2.5).
A simple derivation is given in Appendix B to illustrate the above 
procedure.
By solving for dg, d-j, ..., dm_j from Equation (3.2.5) the roots of
Equation (3.2.4) can be determined and therefore the direction of the incident wave 
from the signal sources can be resolved.
Extending this solution to the more general form [59],
m-1




and Ak is the amplitude and ak is the relative phase of the kth incident
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signal, the solution for Z^, k=0,l,2 ,..., m -1 cah be obtained by assuming 
that there exists a polynomial P(X ) with X in the form of eJct;
P(.x‘ )= Xm + dm_ , Xm~ 1 + . . . .  + d0 ( 3 . 2 . 7 )
whose zeros are Zg, .... Z|n_1 so that,
P(Zk)= 0 k=0,l, ..., m-1 ( 3 . 2 . 8 )
Following Equation ( 3 . 2 . 5 ) ,  the coefficient of P ( x ' )  can be found from 



















X m - 1  X 2 m - 2 . C m - 1 . .  X 2 m - 1
( 3 . 2 . 9 )
Hence, the roots of P(X ) can now be determined. Each unique root
I '
of P(X ) represents one direction of the incident signals. With the solution 
for the direction, of the incident signal sources, the amplitudes of the 











The following numerical example depicts the mathematical procedure 
involved in the resolution of the signal sources.
EXAMPLE 3.2.1
Consider a four-element antenna array with an uniform inter-element 
spacing of one half wavelength. Two signal sources are present, they are
1) amplitude* 0.50 ; direction = +30.0° (reference to broadside 0°)
2) amplitude= 0.20 ; direction = -25.0°
Induced element complex voltages assumed known through measurement:-
0.70 + j 0.00
0.48 + j 0.31 
-0.68 - j 0.09 
-0.13 - j 0.35
Complex polynomial coefficients:
0.97 + j 0.24 
-0.24 - j 0.03
Complex polynomial solutions:
0.00 + j 1.00 
-0.24 - j 0.97




3.3 RESOLUTION OF COPHASAL SIGNAL SOURCES WITH KNOWN SIGNAL OUTPUT
VECTOR [60]
In this section, a special situation is considered where there are 
identical signal sources transmitting narrow band signals of the same frequency. 
The wave fronts from these signal sources are from different spatial 
directions with respect to a common receiving antenna array.
The signal sources are assumed to be highly correlated in phase and the 
the signals are assumed to propagate through the same spatial medium. The
incident signal wave fronts are therefore also highly correlated in phase at 
the antenna array. This coherent communication [61, 175] situation is common 
in the star-connected satellite/terrestrial communication network [176, 177] 
where the transmit oscillator of the remote terminals is phase synchronised 
to the master clock of the transmitting hub [178, 179, 180] in a multiple 
access protocol such as TDMA. The main advantages of this configuration 
are that the remote terminals can assume the high frequency accuracy and 
stability offered by the precision master oscillator of the hub. Such frequency 
standard is usually extremely expensive and it would not be cost effective to 
instal one in each of the hundreds, maybe thousands,of the remote terminals in 
the network. As well, the phase locking configuration of the oscillators 
increases the signal coherence and thus degrades the overall probability of 
the error signal.
Under this cophasal relationship, therefore, whenever a remote terminal 
gains access to the hub, it is possible for the remote terminal to maintain a 
constant phase at the hub receiver through a duplex re-synchronisation stage 
in a similar manner as a conventional re-synchronisation process [175]. As 
a consequence, a constant phase can be maintained by all the remote terminals
through this process.
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It is assumed that the received signals at the antenna array carry 
random phase noise from either the non-homogeneity of the atmosphere or the 
transmit/receive hardware such as oscillator phase noise power [181]. The 
probability distribution function for the phase noise of this nature can be 
assumed to be conformed to the Tikhonov Distribution [181].
Let 8- be the phase noise [181] of the signal s.. Since 8., for i=0,l,2... 
are identical and independent random processes, they possess the same probability 
distribution function, variance and mean. The probability distribution 
function in question is:-
snr cos 6
pdf (B) = -----------  (3.3.1a)
2tt IQ[snr]
where snr is signal to noise ratio
I [.] is the modified Bessel function of the first kind.
Following the preceding assumptions, the physical signal model at hand 
yields the results below:-
1) The expected value for 8 is zero since 8 is normally distributed within the 
range of tt ^ 8 ^ -tt.
2) The expected value of e^i is non zero for all i, if the signal to noise 
ratio is non zero over the range of -tt < 8 < tt .
3) From the previous results, E[ eJ^o] = E[ eJ^i], for i=l,2,...
Where E[.] denotes the expected value of.
Using the results derived so far, a simple spatial resolution method of 
coherent signal sources on collision access to a central hub receiver in a 
radio ALOHA [60, 61, 175, 176] network can be formulated. The extra hardware 
investment in this approach allows an additional degree of freedom in the 
random access protocol.
F o r  t h e  s c e n a r i o  d i s c u s s e d  s o  f a r ,  c o n s i d e r  a l i n e a r  h u b  a n t e n n a  a r r a y  w i t h  N
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equally spaced isotropic elements. The signals received by the n elements 
in the antenna array as a consequence of m-incoming narrow band signals, 
ignoring the effect of mutual coupling between antenna elements, can be 
represented by a complex column vector X such that,
X~ C Xq , X<j , ..., Xn-1] (3.3.1 )
With the common carrier frequency implicit. X can also be 
expressed as:
where;
„ jUitt B,) ,
x * l e 1 a.S. + N (3.3.2)
i=1 1 1
J 0 14  j 2 o i.  j ( n - l ) a .  -1-
[  1, e \  e \  ... e T (3.3.3)
X L
a^ is the magnitude of the itn signal source.
<|>.t i s  t h e  f i x e d  t o n e  P S K  p r e a m b l e  w i t h  G a u s s i a n  p h a s e  n o i s e .  
B.- is the carrier phase angle of the ith signal source, 
and -it*: ir
a, sine, (3.3.4)I 1
represents the bearing of the i ^  signal source with
respect to the array broadside, 
d is the distance between the array elements
XL
x=j is the wavelength of the i signal source and since the 
signals are assumed to be narrow band therefore, x^= X£=..
xm= x. « 1
N is the random noise vector with E[N ]=0; and E[N N 
2




The superscripts (.)̂ ' and (.) denote transposition and complex 
conjugate transpose respectively.
Let a nxl vector W represents the antenna array weights. For a given 
W, the output of the array is expressed as:
y= X*W (3.3.5)
and the average output power is then given by;
P= E[ y*y] = W*R W (3.3.6)
Here, E[.] denotes the expectation of, and R is the array covariance matrix 
defined by:
R=E[ X*X] (3.3.7)
where R is a positivé semi-défi ni te Hennitian matrix so that,
W R W >, 0 for ail values of W (3.3.8
and R*= R (3.3.9)
Using Equation (3.3.2) and Equation (3.3.3), and assuming that the noise and 
the signal sources are uncorrelated, then;
o * *
R = <? I + S AA S (3.3.10)
where, S = [ 5-j s $£, (3.3.11)




The problem of spatial resolution of the incident signal directions is
AS
to determine e.., i=l,2,...,m, assuming that either X of Equation (3.3.2) or R 
of Equation (3.3.10) can be measured directly [45,46] or estimated by some 
practical means [58,59]. In both cases, the fixed tone PSK preamble term will be 
eliminated. Here, the magnitude a.. is assumed constant. It can be seen 
that if the signal sources are amplitude modulated then a.(t)= a^[l+ m(t)], 
where m(t) is the modulating signal. Taking expectation of both sides of 
the modulation equation and assuming that m(t) is a zero mean signal, the 
expected value of a^ is constant. Furthermore, if the sources are uncorrelated 
in phase, then i=l,2,...m are random variables and therefore E[3..]= 0.
Considering the expected values of both sides of Equation (3.3.2), it 
produces,
- m
X = E[X] = J " a i S. 
i=l
now, the Q matrix is defined by,
m

























Note that Q is a positive semi-definite Hermitian matrix having rank m 
because of its particular structure where it consists of a weighted sum of 
m dyads with independent f°r
To determine the number of signal sources m, the zero eigenvalue of 
the matrix Q needs to be found, and its multiplicity be denoted by k. Using 
Equation ( 3 . 3 . 1 4 ) .  and the properties of t h e  e i g e n s y s t e m ,  t h e  n u m b e r  o f  i n c i d e n t  
signal sources is given by;
m = n - k (3.3.17)
with m known, and hence e.,for i=l,2,..m can be easily determined. If 
k = 1, the full Q matrix is considered, and if It > 1, the principal minor 
of Q with order m + 1 is used. Thus the new matrix is denoted by:
X0 X1






Now the unique eigenvector Vq corresponding to the zero eigenvalue of the 
matrix Q[n+1 is computed as:-
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W o -  [ I, V i V  vo s 01=1
~ jo, jniaj j
[1. e 1]T
(3.3.20)
For Vq to lie in the null space of the matrix Q .j, it must lie in the 
null space of each dyadic matrix S..S* , for i=l,2,..m i.e.:
s i s i V  0 for i=l,2,..m. (3.3.21)
or equivalently,
= 0 for i=l,2,..m (3.3.22)
Equation (3.3.22) represents the orthogonality relationship between the 
zero eigenvector and the space spanned by S-j, for i=l,2,..m. Thus 
expanding Equation (3.3.22) into components of Vq and S., the following 
relationship is obtained;
m -jka,-
l p^e = 0  for i =1,2,..m. (3.3.23)
k=0








are of the form e , for i=l,2,..m, and the amplitude of the incident
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In practice, due to errors in estimating X and numerical errors in 
eigenvalue, eigenvector routines, the number of sources cannot be uniquely 
identified as indicated by the theory. However, by appropriate selection of 
an offset for the minimum eigenvalue, one can ensure that all real sources 
are included. Spurious sources can usually be detected when the amplitudes 
of the sources are computed using Equation (3.3.25). The numerical example 
below demonstrates the workings of this method.
EXAMPLE 3.3.1
Consider an eight-element linear antenna array with uniform half wavelength 
spacing between the elements. Assuming the plane waves incident on the 
array are from the directions 10°, 35°, and -20° normal to the line of the array% 
a number of experiments are performed by computer simulation using 
different signal to noise ratios(SNR) for each signal source.
The number of samples used to compute X is fixed at 16 and a number 
of independent trials are performed in each case. Table 3.3.1 shows the 
result of a typical trial for each experiment. With the minimum eigenvalue 
defined to be less than 10 , one finds that the signal sources are quite 
accurately located for a wide range of signal to noise ratio. Generally, the
procedure locates additional directions of the signal sources by this
p r o c e s s  b u t  t h e s e  a r e  e a s i l y  i d e n t i f i e d  t o  b e  a r t i f a c t s  o f  t h e  c o m p u t a t i o n a l  
m a g n i t u d e s  o f  t h e  s i g n a l  a m p l i t u d e s .
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TABLE 3.3.1 ESTIMATION OF SIGNAL AMPLITUDE AND DIRECTION OF ARRIVAL:
Expt. Offset for True Estimated Estimated
No. Minimum SNR angle of angle of relative
Eigenvalue arrival arrival amplitude
CO1o source 1 = 30dB 10° 9.998 1.000
source 2 = 30dB 35° 34.990 0.996
source 3 = 30dB -20° -20.004 1.001
(a-|=a2=ag=l .0) * -52.022 0.003
** - 6.856 0.001
10“3 source 1 = 20dB 10° 10.034 0.983
source 2 = OdB 35° 35.010 1.007
source 3 = 20dh -20° -20.024 1,007
Ca^=a2=a2=l.0) - -51.240 0,007
- - 6.856 0.001
10’3 source 1 = IQdR 10° 10.110 0.948
source 2 = IQdB 35° 35.031 1,023
source 3 = lOdB -20° -20.075 1.022
(a-j=a2=a3=l .0) - -54.244 0.024
- - 2.717 0.022
10"3 source 1 = OdB 10° 9.911 0.099
source 2 = lOdB 35° 34.968 0.989
source 3 = 20dB -20° -20.001 10.000
a^= 0 .1  
a2= 1.0
- -52.025 0.009
- - 6.867 0.003
a3=10.0
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3.4 RESOLUTION OF SIGNAL SOURCES WITH KNOWN SIGNAL COVARIANCE MATRIX [60]
The procedure used to evaluate the direction of the incident signal 
sources using the signal covariance matrix R is similar to that of using the 
Q matrix presented in the preceding section. The algorithm again consists 
of two steps.
Firstly, the number of the incident signal sources m is determined, 
then a.. and e.., for i=l,2,..m are evaluated.
It can be seen from Equation (3.3.10) that R has eigenvalues ,
2
Bq= o with multiplicity n-m (3.4.1)
2 2
anc* B ^  a + a.. for i=l,2,..m (3.4.2)
2
Since a.j > 0 for all i = l,2,...,m, the minimum eigenvalue is Bq= o . 
Hence to determine the number of signal sources m, one can simply determine 
the multiplicity k of the minimum eigenvalue of R:-
m = n - k (3.4.3)
If k = 1, the full matrix (R - Bq I) is consdered; if k > 1, then the 
principal minor of (R - BqI) whose order is m+1, is used, where m is given 
by Equation (3.4.3). Denote this matrix by ;
( Rg “ B0}
*
R





m ( R0 - Bq )
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The unique zero eigenvector VQ which corresponds to the zero eigenvalue 
°T ( R - is then computed as
V0 = t b0, b1, .... bm]T bQ=l (3.4.5)
and the m roots of the polynomial P(Z) is also evaluated
m
P(Z) = l bkz^m ' k) (3.4.6)
k=0 K
Following the argument used in the last section, the m roots of the
jot-
polynomial in Equation (3.4.6) are of the form e , for i=l,2,..m 
Thus and the subsequent e^, for i=l,2,..m can now be easily solved 
by Equation (3.3.4).
To determine the power of each of the incident signal sources, Equation 









with 0 »̂ i =1,2,____ m and o which is the minimum eigenvalue of R
calulated a? can be determined from the first m equations of Equations (3.4.7) 
and (3.4.8).
Although the signal sources are originally assumed to be uncorrelated, the 
the relaxation of this restrictive assumption is possible if only the 
direction of the signal sources are of interest. This can readily be seen
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from Equations (3.3.2) and (3.3.7). R can be represented in general by:-
m
R = o2I + l b^.S* (3.4.9)
i=l
where b̂  is now a linear combination of a^ , i=l,2,...,m, hence the procedure 
to determine a.. and e^» i=l,2,...,m , remains unchanged, whereas the 
determination of a.. , i = 1 ,2,..., m requires the knowledge of the correlation 
between pairs of signal sources.
At this juncture, it is appropriate to comment on the importance and 
implications on the statistical natures of the signal complex envelope 
amplitude and the inherent noise. The usual assumptions made on the 
first and second order statistics of the signal complex envelope amplitude 
and the inherent internal noise are:
E[ N !]= 0,
E[N:*N.]= a2Sij
E[ N*Aj> 0
where E[.] denotes the expectation operator and 6-^ is the Kronecker's delta 
function. N is the noise vector while A, the complex signal envelope. With 
the above assumptions, the antenna array covariance matrix is given by;
R= a2I + E[ S*AA*S] (3.4.10)
where, „
S= C S-j, $2» • • • »
A= [ A^, A2 » •••> Am]
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It is often assumed that the signal sources are independent and 
♦ i= l»2,...m are random variables with E[ A.]= 0, then the eigenvalues of 
R, denoted by i=l,2,..., n+1 , are oi 2, i= 1 ,2,..., n-m+1 and
2 i H
and b 1* o + 0.., for i=n-m+2,..., n+1 , where 0 ., i=n-m+2,___,n+l are the m
* ★
non-zero eigenvalues of S AA S.
In many practical applications, a realistic assumption on the complex 
envelope amplitude of the i**1 signal source is,
A.= a.(t) e 1 i=l,2,...m (3.4.11)
a.(t) is, in general, a time dependent variable, for example when the signal 
sources are amplitude modulated, then a..(t)= a.(l + m(t)), where a., is the 
carrier frequency amplitude and m(t) is the modulating signal, p.. is the 
relative phase angle of the i ^  signal source. Due to the non-homogeneous 
media of propagation in most practical situations, p. can usually be assumed 
to be a random variable in the range -it «p. $ *. Subtituting Equation 
(3.4.11) into Equation (3.4.10), the eigenvalue distribution can be obtained 
for the following two cases:-
a) Assume E[ pi]=0, E[ a.(t)]=a,. and a,. are constants for i= l,2,...,m,
and the incident signals are independent, then 0^=a , i=l,2,...n, and
2 * T T
en+1 -a + trace[ S AA S], where A=[ a-j^,--->am3 ’
i i
b) Assume E[ p.]= b̂  E[ a .(t)]= a^ both a. and b̂  are constants for
2 .
i= l,2,...,m and the incident signals are independent then 0^= o , i=l ,2,..,n-l, 





[ a.e .... , ame m] S (3.4.12)
It needs to point out that the eigenvalue distributions presented so far do 
not affect the existing theory of optimal antennas and adaptive antennas. 
However, when the array covariance matrix is used to estimate the number of 
signals incident on the antenna arrays using method such as those given 
by Pisarenko [89], Reddi [86] or Kumaresan and Tufts [26],.then the eigen­







3.5 SMALL PERTURBATION ANALYSIS ON X VECTOR
In the foregoing analysis the true X vector or the true signal covariance 
matrix R is assumed available. In this section only the effect of small 
deviations in X vector is considered, since in both the X and the R cases, the 
perturbation treatments are similar in their derivation [89].
Consider the situation where the errors concerned are small and the error 
variation are linear in the neighbourhood of the true X i.e:-
^ “ h
Xf = Xr+6 Kr r = 0,1,...,n-l (3.5.1)
h
where 6 is a small real number and £r> r = 0,1 ,--- ,n-l is a complex zero-mean
random variable, from Equation [3.3.13) *
* m h j r a ( 6")
xr = I a . (6 )e
i=l
r = 0,1.... n-1 (3.5.2)
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H II II II "
where a ^ U  ) and ^ ( a  ) are functions of a so that a^( a )= a^ and c^i a )
# i
= a^» i = 1 ,2,..., m when a -»-0.
ii ii
Assuming that in the neighbourhood of a = 0, the functions of a^( a )
ii
and a^( a ) are continuous and differentiable and also they can be expressed 
by Taylor's series expansion in the form:-
&ii  i i 'Vi l i p '1
a . (  « )=  a i  +  6  a i  +  « a 1 + — (3.5.3)
I 11 I
a.j( a )= + a + a a.j + (3.5.4)
Equation (3.5.2) can then be rewritten as
m
r
jra . „ 
l a.e 1 + a 
i=l 1
m •v .^ or a.
I ai + jr°ia^e 1 
i=l 1 1
higher terms of 6 (3.5.5)
I
Ignoring the higher order terms of a and equating the coefficients of 






r= 0,1 ,...,n-l (3.5.6)
Thus a. and , i= l,2,..,m can be solved from the equations given by 
r = 1 to m of Equation (3.5.6) by rearranging the real and the imaginary parts 
of the equation into a set of linear equations:




Co Sa >1 ... COSa^ a,Sinai ... -a Sina 1 m i l  m m
Cos ma^ Cos mam ,-ma^Sin ma-j -ma^Sin ma
Sina^ Sina^ * a*jCoSâ
m
amCosam m m
Sin rnam Sin ma . ma,Cos ma, ma Cosm m 1 1 m m
and “ C art, ...» a-j» ... , am3nr
n = [ Re?g> •• Re?m, Im^, — , In»4m3T
where Re^. and Im̂ .. denote the real and the imaginary parts of respectively,
In practice, it is more meaningful to evaluate the distribution of 
the parameters given the distribution of the disturbance If cr is
Gaussian distributed then only the first and the second moment of the random 
variables concerned are needed.
Denote the 2mx2m covariance matrix of n by z
= E[n - E[n]][ n- E[n]] (3.5.8)
then, from Equation (3.5.7);
E[y>  G^ECn] (3.5.9)
and the covariance matrix M of the vector y is
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M= E[y - E[y !][y - E[y]]^
= G’1 i G~T (3.5.10)
Thus, the covariance matrix of the disturbed parameter vector,
C ^ (5:)»••.,a^(Ô ), -j ( 6 )»»••» <5 )3
. . "2




Consider the simple case m = 1, a^= 1.0, e^=45 ,d= x/2 .
In this case a-j= 2.221 and X^= -0.605 + j0.796, and assumming that 
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1 +  0 . 0 1
_
P 2 . 2 2 1  + 0 . 0 1  
- " >
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where the terms after + denote standard deviation. Now, assume the particular 
case where ^  and ^  are 1.0 and 1.0 -jl.O respectively, then the observed 
antenna covariance functions are:-
X0(ô") = 1.01
Xlt«") = -0.595 + j0.786









Clearly, the calculated parameter values are within the expected range. 
Thus, for given values of a., i=0,l,...,m , ., i= l,2,...,m , cr»
H
r =0,1 ,...,n-1 and 6 the effect of small deviations in the estimated 0 matrix 
on the true values of and a.. can be evaluated using Equations (3.5.3) and
i
(3.5.4) with the assumption that the terms of 6 which have power indices 
greater than unity can be neglected.
As it can be clearly seen in the above numerical example that when the 
error tolerances due to either mechanical fabrication process of the antenna 
array or the internal noise charecteristies of the signal measuring circuitry,
ii
can be estimated, i.e. the 6 value for the antenna array concerned, the 
expected error margin for the signal covariance matrix or the X vector can be 
calculated.
This analysis therefore, is extremely useful when an accurate 
determination of the direction of arrival of signal sources is required.
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3.6 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, three methods which enable an antenna array system 
to resolve the incident signal directions and amplitudes are described. The 
methods assume a linear, equally spaced antenna array with isotropic elements. 
Various facets of the incident signal resolution problems are fully discussed.
The first method introduced in Section 3.2 has only analytical interest 
since it does not realise all the possible n-1 number of signal sources using 
an antenna array of n elements. Moreover, the analysis is not equipped to 
estimate the impact of the induced noise power on the resultant resolved 
signal accuracy. Section 3.3 and Section 3.4 provided an exposition of 
the practical signal directions and amplitudes resolution techniques.
Section 3.3 showed the analytical tools required to resolve n-1 signal 
sources when the signal output of each antenna element is available, while 
Section 3.4 expounded on the same procedure when the antenna covariance matrix 
is available. The physical implications of the assumptions commonly made 
on the signal covariance matrix in the area of optimum and adaptive antennas 
are also investigated. A small signal perturbation analysis is also included 
to highlight the performance indices of a system of this kind when the signal 




DESIGN OF THE NULL STEERING ANTENNA CONSTITUENT 
COMPONENTS
4.1 INTRODUCTION
There have been a number of contructional details reported in the 
open literature [45,46,163] regarding adaptive antennas. The common feature 
among these designs is that they are based upon analogue signal processing 
of each of the individual antenna element output before being controlled 
either analoquely or digitally by adaptive controllers. The signal covariance 
information is generated and incorporated in the cross correlation filter 
loops or digitised at the output of a series of quadrature detectors. At 
microv/ave frequencies, particularly at X- band or higher frequencies, such 
systems would require precision hardware which can prove to be rather 
difficult to construct. This problem has been well recognised [64]. Based 
on a small signal perturbation technique, Cantoni and Godara [162,170] 
proposed an algorithm that does not rely upon the individual antenna element 
output signal so that the direct measurement of the cross correlation signal 
information between the antenna elements can be advoided. Cheah and Paoloni 
[59] have also described an antenna array in which the signal at the output 
of each element can be estimated based on Leavitt's algorithm [58]. In both 
cases, the antenna array shares a similar configuration as shown in Figure 
4.1.1. It is also obvious that such a configuration would serve well for 
both adaptive and deterministic null steering experimentations as well as 
being suitable for direct antenna beamforming exercises.
This chapter describes the design and construction of the constituent 
components required by an experimental four elements antenna array of the
Figure 4.1.1 Schematic diagram of a simple antenna array 
which does not include signal processing 




F i g u r e  4 .
ANT. ELEMENT
1 . 2  S c h e m a t i c  d i a g r a m  o f  a f o u r - e l e m e n t  a n t e n n a  
a r r a y  w i t h  i t s  c o n s t i t u e n t  c o m p o n e n t s  
i n d i v i d u a l l y  i d e n t i f i e d .
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the type shown in Figure 4.1.1. Figure 4.1.2 shows a detailed break-down 
schematic diagram of the antenna array with the identification of each of 
the constituent components. The construction consists of three main parts, 
viz.
a) Four digitally controlled complex weighting circuits and other 
ancilliary microstrip devices.
b) A four-element microstrip disk patch antenna array.
c) Dedicated microprocessor based signal processing unit.
Detailed design philosophy and experimental results of the constructed 
components are presented in this chapter.
The antenna array is intended to operate on 10.5 GHz.. It consists of 
four independent antenna elements which possess individual ancillary control 
circuitry. A slave microprocessor based signal processor controls each 
antenna element independently upon receiving appropriate external commands 
through a RS 232 serial communication port. The use of serial RS 232 port 
is to allow the antenna to be able to accept commands from any external 
terminal which can be either a non-intelligent terminal console or a fully 
equipped mainframe computer. Thus, it enables the antenna array system to 
be portable and flexible in its use.
4.2 DETERMINATION OF QUASI STATIC MICROSTRIP LINE PARAMETERS
The use of microstrip technique in the microwave circuit design has 
been well known for some time [90-123]. In particular, the use of the 
copper-clad, glass re-inforced polytetraflurothylene (PTFE) dielectric 
substrate materials are increasingly popular in the actual commercial 
applications instead of the conventional ceramic or alumina substrates for
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microwave circuits operating above X-band frequencies [120], These materials 
offer many advantages such as mechanical workability, as well as the fact 
that it can be easily drilled and cut to size. Furthermore, it does not 
share the mechanically brittle characteristics of the ceramic substrates, and 
it is also impact resistant. An important attribute if only the common 
electronics workshop facilities are available. For a PTFE substrate with 
a thickness of 0.02 inches, it is found that the average printed circuit 
board photo printing process appears to be adequate in the fabrication of 
microstrip printed circuits with acceptable accuracy and definition. Of 
course, for other precision research purposes, the more expensive diffusion 
type process which is generally used in conjunction with ceramic substrates 
is preferred.
Microstrip is an inhomogeneous transmission line structure having the 
propagating wave energy sharing air and the dielectric substrate as the 
propagating medium. Thus, the electromagnetic energy travels in a hybrid 
mode rather than TEM mode. However, when the physical size of the circuit 
tracks is relatively small compared with the operating wavelength, the mode 
of propagation resembles that of TEM. This situation allow close quasi - 
TEM approximations to be made from various electrostatic models. It can be 
seen that the phase velocity v  of the propagating quasi-TEM mode is then given 
by v =( Zq/Zq )̂ C where Zq is the characteristic impedance of the circuit,
C is the velocity of the propagating wave in free space and ZQ  ̂ being the 
characteristic impedance of the circuit, if the dielectric constant is equal 
to 1. It is therefore logical to define an effective microstrip permittivity 





It is apparent from Equation (4.2.1) that ee^  is different in value
from er and it is a function of both er, the relative permittivity of the 
• •
substrate, and the physical dimensions of the circuit concerned. Therefore, 
in order to use the quasi-TEK model, one needs to have a set of well defined 
empirical formulae to calculate the circuit parameters. Although there are 
various simple methods [109,122,137], in which circuit parameters can be 
can be determined with doubtful accuracies, accurate formulations based on 
analytical derivations and empirical modifications are available [137]. 
Edwards [121] and Owens [123] presented the following synthesis formulae for 
design situation where Zq and er are given.








where w is the width of the microstrip and h is the thickness of the 
substrate,
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0.96 + er(0.109 - 0.004er)[ log(10 + ZQ)- 1]
(4.2.6)
(4.2.7)
In all cases the value w/h calculated is claimed to be accurate to + 1 
percent. In the case of the narrow lines ( Zq ( 44- 2 er) Ohms ), has 
the error range of + 0.5 percent while Zq is + 1 percent in accuracy.
The inclusion of Equations (4.2.2 ) to (4.2.7) which can be found in 
most relevant literature, is for the completeness of this section. IN all 
the microstrip designs presented in the next section, the NASA CR-1982 
program by Cisco [103] will be used to acertain the correctness of the 
calculations. NASA CR-1982/C270..program.can be found in Appendix C.
It will be seen in the later part of the next section that the 
conventional linear quarter wavelength short circuit stub is replaced by 
a radial line stub [135,136]. This is because the width of the linear 
quarter wavelength short circuit stub is a substantial fraction of the 
operating wavelength and therefore the point of contact with the pin diode
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becomes indeterminant. The solution to this problem is to employ radial 
lines as the shunt elements. Figure 4.2.3 shov/s a design of the radial 
shunt stub to be used. The input impedance of an open circuited radial 









« M k r J  
tan ÿ..=--- - -- —
N^kr.)
120n /J0^krV  + N0(kr1 )
^ E®ff J  0Z(kr^) + NZ(krvj)
k = 2 71
eeff
0
Aq is the operating wavelength and is the effective permittivity defined
previously. J..(x) and N^(x) are bessel functions of the first and the second 
kinds of ith order.
For a resonant stub, that is, 2^=0, therefore




Figure 4.2.3 Microstrip radial shunt stub which can be modelled 
as a section of a radial transmission line.
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In the rande O . U  kr^ 0.5, it can be seen that,
|krr kr2 | « 1 (4.2.10)
Vi
thus, r0- r, =— —
2 1 2 f ^
This solution allows an approximate check on the value calculated from 
Equation (4.2.8).
It is also appropriate here to discuss briefly the frequency sensitivity 
[173] of the 3 shunt arm, 3 dB branch line hybrid coupler used in the complex 
weight circuit development which is presented in the next section.
The reason of seeking a wider frequency response design alternative 
at this point rather than using the more conventional two shunt arm, 3 db 
hybrid branch line coupler, is to provide a fabrication inaccuracy safeguard. 
From experience gained, it is quite difficult to design the microstrip line 
circuit to be exactly on frequency with only ordinary printed circuit board 
facility. There is a choice of making either the disk patch antenna elements 
broader in frequency response or do the same for the complex weight circuits. 
Since a broad band antenna disk patch would entail thicker microstrip substrates 
and possibly coupled antenna feed configurations [139], it is therefore more 
convenient to widen the frequency response of the complex weight circuit design 
to allow the use of an identical microstrip substrate material with the same 
thickness throughout the antenna array design.
Consider a frequency dependent value t which is defined as t= tan ~  
where 1 is the length of a line in the hybrid coupler, and A, the operating 
wavelength, then the transmission matrices of the 3 shunt arm hybrid coupler 


















By applying the similar procedure, the transmission matrices for the 
more commonly known 2 shunt arm hybrid coupler can also be derived as,
\







„ ( 2 )
odd mode
t2- (1+ 2)





A simple comparison between the two circuits in YSWR with matched loads 
would clearly show that the 3 shunt arm hybrid coupler exhibits better broad 
band characteristics.
The comparisons are tabulated below:-
TABLE 4.2.1 COMPARISON BETWEEN 2 and 3 SHUNT-ARM 3 DB BRANCH-LINE 
COUPLERS.
t 2 shunt arm 3 dB branch line 3 shunt arm 3 dB branch




This section contains all the necessary information required for the 
design of the microstrip components to be presented.
4.3 DESIGN OF A COMPUTER CONTROLLED ANTENNA ELEMENT COMPLEX WEIGHTING 
CIRCUIT
Complex weighting circuits are commonly used in adaptive and beam 
forming antennas [1-7]. The function of a complex weight is to enable a 
controlling processor to modify signal paths both in phase and amplitude 
simultaneously so that a desirable antenna pattern can be obtained in relation
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to the signal environment. There are a variety of ways to achieve complex 
weighting of signals. Usually the weighting is accomplished at intermediate 
frequencies [45,46]. Although the use of a series combination of an 
adjustable attenuator and phase shifter has also been reported [51]. Modular 
devices able to achieve complex weighting functions at UHF are available 
commercially [125].
In order to perceive the action of such a device, theoretical analysis 
and experimental measurement were carried out on a simple single hybrid 
quadrature coupler model. Figure 4.3.1 shows a 3 dB branch line hybrid 
coupler with its port 2 and 3 terminated by pin diodes D-j and D2 repectively. 
Port 3 of this coupler has an additional phase delay of one-eigth wavelength 
built-in with respect to port 2. The scattering matrix of this hybrid coupler 
can be written as
f 1 >1 
V1
LOO1C\JII 0 j 1 o' VT



















* 1 ' * t . _
where [ V-j, V2 , V3, V4 ] is the resultant output vector as a consequence of
the input voltage vector [V-j, V2, V^, T denotes transposition.
T  .
Applying the input condition of [1, 0, 0, 0 ] and representing the 
reflection coefficients at port 2 and port 3 by p2 and p 3 respectively, the






from Figure 4.3.1, the value of p£ can be expressed as,
(4.3.2)
p2 =
Z 2 + Z 0
(4.3.3)
where Zq is the characteristic impedance and is the resistance of the 
pin diode D-j impressed at port 2.
Likewise, ,
Z3 - Z0
. - -----  (4.3.4)
P 3 ' Z3 + Z 0
where,
. [ Z, + j Zn tanel]
2 = 1  ----------- --------
3 0 [ ZQ + j Z3 tanel]
and Zg is the resistance presented by pin diode D2 at port 3
Since 1 is one eighth of a wavelength long, therefore,
Z3 =  Z0
Z3 + jZ0 
Z0 + jZ3
(4.3.5)





The complex weighting function appearing at port 4 can now be written 
as a function of the pin diode resistances:-
F(Z2, Z3)





and its angularly translated conjugate r = -jF ^ » Z ^ )  also appears at 
port 1.
With port 4 terminated, r can be determined by a simple standing wave 
measurement set up [138].
Thus,
1 + |r|
VSWR = S = -------  (4.3.8)
1 - M




Rewriting Equation (4.3.8) and Equation (4.3.9),
(4.3.9)
S- 1
r = ----/ * (4.3.10)
S+ 1
The circuit shown in Figure 4.3.1 was fabricated in microstrip as 
discussed in Section 4.2. The substrate used is RT/Duroid 5880 double sided 
PCB, copper clad to a thickness of 0.002 inches. It has a board thickness of 
0.02 inches and dielectric constant of approximately 2.22. Miniature HP 
beam lead pin diodes (5082-3900) [126,128] were then mounted using microwave 
grade silver epoxy adhesive EP0-TEK H31 cured in constant temperature of 
120° C for one and a half hours [127]. The completed fabrication and its 
microstrip printed circuit stencil mask are shown in Figures 4.3.2 a and b.
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Figures 4.3.3 and 4.3.4 show the measured amplitude and phase responses.
As it can be seen from these plots, the circuit is indeed capable of 
achieving the complex weighting objectives intended. However, practical 
usage of this circuit in an antenna array is only possible with the aid of 
an isolator or circulator at port 1.
It is apparent from the foregoing analysis that a practical complex 
weighting circuit can be constructed if a pair of matching attenuators are 
used to feed a balanced quadrature branch-line hybrid coupler so as to avoid 
the undesirable reflections due to mismatching pin diode loads as shown 
in Figure 4.3.1. '
Figure 4.3.5a and b [124] and Figure 4.3.6 a and b show the experimental 
construction of these devices. Table 4.3.1 briefly outlines the performance 
comparison among the devices shown in Figures 4.3.2, 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 in terms 
of VSWR and insertion loss at the designed frequency of 10.5 GHz.
TABLE 4.3.1 COMPARISON IN TERMS OF VSWR AND INSERTION LOSS AMONG 
THE DEVICES SHOWN IN FIGURES 4.3.2, 4.3.5 and 4.3.6.
Denote the devices shown in Figures 4.3.2, 4.3.5 and 4.3.6 by A, B and
C respectively, the following measurement was conducted at 10.5 GHz.
• A B C
VSWR > 5 1.70 1.27
Insertion
loss 16 dB 11 dB 9.6 dB
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Figure 4.3.1 A simple single hybrid coupler with ports 2 and 3 
terminated by pin diodes. Port 2 has an extended 
delay line of one eighth of a wavelength long.
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Figure 4.3.2a The constructed complex weighting circuit u s i n g  
only a single branch-line 3 dB hybrid coupler.
The final microstrip circuit was mounted on a brass 
base with SMA connectors.
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INPUT OUTPUT
Figure 4.3.2b the microstrip printed circuit mask. The original
stencil was drawn in lOx dimensions to improve the 
photo reduction accuracy.
7nu
F i o u r e  4 . 3 . 3  T h e  p l o t  o f  t h e  n o r m a l i s e d  a m p l i t u d e  v e r s u s  t h e
p i n  d i o d e  d r i v e  c u r r e n t .  W i t h  t h e  p i n  d i o d e  a t  p o r t  
2 h e l d  a t  0 . 7 0 m A ,  1 . 0 2 m A ,  1 . 2 4 m A  a n d  1 . 6 0 m A ,  c o n t i n u o u s  



















OR 1 VE CURRENT IN X bP)
Figure 4.3.4 The plot of the annular nhase shift as presented 
by Eouation 4.3.9. The phase shift versus pin 
diode drive current v/as measured for port 2 pin 
diode drive held at 0.7mA, 1.02mA, 1.02mA. and
1.60 rrA.
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Figure 4.3.5a The constructed 3x hybrid branch-line couplers 
complex weighting circuit. The power division 
is achieved by using Wilkinson power divider. The 
quadrature phase path is provided by the power 
combining output hybrid coupler.
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Figure 4.3.5b The microstrip printed circuit mask. The 
original stencil was drawn in lOx actual 
dimensions to enhance the fabrication
accuracy.
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Figure 4.3.6a The constructed 4x hybrid branch-line
couplers. The power division is performed 
by a hybrid branch-line coupler because it 
it was discovered that this circuit exhibits 
better return loss characteristics. The 
termination of the input and the output 
couplers are achieved using microwave absorbers.
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Figure 4.3.6b The microstrip printed circuit mask. The
original was drawn in lOx the actual dimensions 
to enhance the final accuracy.
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The experience gained so far has enabled a practical complex weighting 
circuit to be designed [129] at x-band frequencies. Apart from acceptable 
input and output matching characteristics, including insertion loss, the 
circuit is designed to circumvent the need of a highly non-linear DC current 
control circuit. Such a circuit is usually required for pin diodes so that 
it can be readily interfaced with standard microprocessor hardware. The 
linearity of the pin diode can be observed from the following bias current 
and RF resistance R relationship [130].
where x and K are specific constants associated to a particular pin diode.
The complex weighting circuit to be described here consists of two 
different pin diode controlled sub-circuits. The function of the first 
sub-circuit is to permit adjustable attenuation within the first complex 
plane angulaih quadrant, while the second enables switching among the 
quadrants. In this manner, linear attenuation can be achieved within the 
limited high impedance range of the pin diode DC bias. The pin diodes can be 
therefore readily controlled by standard D to A hareware without the 
necessity to resort to complicated feedback control circuitry [124] or 
dedicated logarithmic amplifiers. An overall schematic diagram is shown 
in Figure 4.3.7.
Figure 4.3.8 a shows a photograph of the microwave portion of the circuit 
and the printed circuit stencil mask is also shown in Figure 4.3.8 b. This 
circuit uses six-3 dB branch-line hybrid couplers fabricated in microstrip 
and designed to operate at 10.5 GHz. and 50^ impedance In this arrangement 
the input signal is initially divided into two paths with quadrature phase
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difference through a branch-line hybrid power divider. The reason that a 
hybrid divider is used here is to avoid the need to mount series chip 
resistors as is required by Wilkinson dividers [131,132,174]. Termination 
for the coupler can be easily achieved by using a short length of high loss 
microwave absorbing material [133] overlaying the extended third arm.
There are two branch-line hybrid couplers in each of the tv/o signal paths. 
One forms a digital one-bit 180° phase shifter and the other, a matched 
input, analoque driven attenuator. Pin diodes in the attenuator are limited 
to operate only in the high impedance state above 50 Ohms. Thus the bias 
current can be accurately controlled by an 8-bit D to A converter. Before 
combining the two signal paths, the signal are brought out of quadrature phase 
by two one-eighth wavelength lines in one of the signal paths. The operation 
of the device is in such a way that without the one bit phase shifters, 
the complex weight is restricted to the first angular quadrant.
The circuit shown in Figure 4.3.8 a and b is fabricated in microstrip 
using re-inforced polytetrafluroethylene dielectric material with a thickness 
of 0.02 inches and dielectric constant of 2.22. Miniature beam lead pin 
diodes (HP 5082-3900) were mounted with microwave grade silver exposy cured 
in specific thermal environment.
The overall holding accuracy of the circuit in the in-phase and the 
quadrature path settings is approximately 5%. Generally, the inaccuracy can 
be attributed to the thermal drift characteristics of the pin-diodes and the 
associate buffer amplifiers shown in Figure 4.3.7. To ensure better pin 
diode short circuit characteristics for the 180° phase shifters, two pin 
diodes were used in each of the hybrid arms. This is necessary since the 
maximum insertion loss of this circuit relies upon equal switching in the 
four phasor angular quadrants.
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Experimental results were obtained by measuring the output amplitude and 
phase of the complex weighting circuit relative to the input using a 
quadrature detector. Figures 4.3.9 to 4.3.12 show the resultant complex 
weighting characteristics when the signal component X is varied whilst the 
quadrature signal compont Y is held constant for each of the four angular 
quadrants. Similar curves can be obtained for various quadrant component 
Y values.
The results shows that the real and the imaginary components of the
complex weighting function W = X + jY can be almost independently controlled
over all four quadrants. The slight interdependent nature of the X and the Y 
components in the figures can be shown to be due to the inaccuracy in the
manufacture of the microstrip line at the operating wavelength and the
discrepancies in the mounting position of the diodes. The mismatch leads to a 
linear dependency between the X and the Y components of the complex weight.
The actual signal dependency relationship can be easily illustrated 
by considering the composite complex weight signal output Cp,
Cp = +[ PN + jPQ] (4.3.12)
where P^ is the signal power propagating along the in-phase signal path of the 
complex weighting circuit while the signal power along the quadrature phase 
signal path is denoted by Pq . Thus any fabrication inaccuracy would likely to 
manifest itself as small phase shift in one of the two signal paths. For
i
instance, a small phase difference 6 in the quadrature phase arm of the 
complex weighting circuit can be represented by a modified Equation (4.3.12) 
in the following manner,
Cp = + C pN i JPq (jSin6 + Cos 6 )
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- t [ prj + PqSin<$ + jPqCoss']
s ± [ PN + Pq«' + JPq ] (4.3.13)
Therefore a change in Pq due to the quadrature phase pin diode 
attenuator action would result in a small negative dependency of the actual 
detected in-phase power output. Likewise, the converse is also true.
To compensate for these tolerances, a one-kilo byte linearisation 
table is incorporated into the microprocessor controller softv/are. The 
linearisation table is obtained through a calibration process in which both 
the X and the Y attenuators are adjusted so that a series of X and Y values 
are recorded, when a constant X or a constant Y is needed. For example, for 
each constant X value produced at the output of the quadrature detector, ten 
Y values are obtained in a decreasing order of magnitude by adjusting both the 
X and the Y attenuators. Ten equal steps of the X values are measured in 
a similar manner. The calibration process is also repeated for each of the 
four angular quadrants when the two one-bit phase shifters are brought
o o
through the 0 to 180 phase shift. This is done because the unbalanced 
short circuited and open circuited characteristics of the pin diodes in the 
phase shifters exhibit different amount of attenuation in each of the angular 
quadrant switchings and hence the calibration process is designed to 
compensate for these discrepancies as v/e11. The maximum attenuation 
variations among all the four complex weighting circuits were found to be 
approximately 3 dB.
A total of 800 bytes of pin diode control current calibration information 
is then organised in a hierarchial fashion for each of the four complex 
weighting circuits. An interpolation subrountine is included in the software
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so that ten other sub-points can be estimated between each set of data points. 
The interpolation for each of the X or the Y values would also required 
appropriate corrective compensations for both the X and the Y pin diode 
control current settings. The calibration table for all the four complex 
weighting circuit is included in Appendix D.
When the signal processor received a command such as:- 
[S] [a] [b] [cd] [ef]
it interpretes S as being the command for setting new complex weights, a is
o
the quadrant number, i.e. 1 to 4 which represents the angular quadrants 0 
to 90°, 90° to 180°, 180° to 270°, 270° to 360° respectively, b indicates 
the antenna element number which is numbered between one to four. The signal 
processor regards the subsequent four digits as tv/o decimal numbers for the 
X and the Y values. On receipt of each number, the signal processor calculates 
the correct interpolated compensation values for the X and the Y pin diode 
current bias. Appendix D provides a full assembly source code program for 
these operations. Appendix E contains the external control routine used to 
hand-shake with the signal processor using a BBC computer.
The complex weighting circuit shows an approximate pre-linearisation 
insertion loss of 7 dB which consists of 3 dB attenuation in the third arm of 
last hybrid coupler and 4 dB miscellaneous line loss and diode losses. The 
software linearisation allows equal switching among all four angular quadrants 
in each of the complex weighting circuits. The final minimum insertion loss 
is 12 dB. This loss figure comprises of 3 dB compensation among the unequal 
switchings of the angular quadrants and 2 dB among the different circuits, 
together with the pre-linearisation loss of 7 dB. These losses are consistent 
with those shown by Curtis [125] in a similar design.
r,o
F i g u r e  4 . 3 . 7  A  c o m p l e t e  s c h e m a t i c  d i g r a m  o f  t h e  c o m p l e x  
w e i g h t i n g  c i r c u i t .  T h e  c i r c u i t  c o n s i s t s  o f  
t h e  m i c r o w a v e  p o r t i o n  w h i c h  i s  m a d e  u p  o f  
6 b r a n c h  l i n e  h y b r i d  c o u p l e r s ,  a n d  t h e  p i n  
d i o d e  d r i v i n g  c i r c u i t r y .
F i g u r e  4 . 3 . 8  a T h e  c o n s t r u c t e d  6 b r a n c h - l i n e  h y b r i d  c o m p l e x  
w e i g h t i n g  c i r c u i t .  N o t i c e  t h e  a d d i t i o n a l  t w o  
o n e  e i g h t h  w a v e l e n t h  l i n e s  b e f o r e  a n d  a f t e r  o n e
o f  t h e  a t t e n u a t o r s .
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F i g u r e  4 . 3 . 8  b  T h e  m i c r o s t r i p  s t e n c i l  m a s k  u s e d  f o r  t h e  p r o d u c t i o n  
o f  t h e  c o m p l e x  w e i g h t i n g  c i r c u i t .  2 p i n  d i o d e s  w e r e  
u s e d  a t  e a c h  a r m  o f  t h e  p h a s e  s h i f t e r s  w h i c h  a r e  l o c a t e d  
a t  t h e  u p p e r  p a r t  o f  t h i s  f i g u r e ,  a n d  a s i n g l e  p i n  
d i o d e  f o r  t h a t  o f  t h e  a t t e n u a t o r s .
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F i g u r e  4 . 3 . 9  T h e  p l o t  o f  t h e  d e t è c t o r  o u t p u t  v e r s u s  t h e  p i n
d i o d e  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i n  t h e  f i r s t  a n g u l a r  q u a d r a n t .  
T h e  Y  c o m p o n e n t  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i s  h e l d  c o n s t a n t  w h i l e  
t h e  X  c o m p o n e n t  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i s  v a r i e d .
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F i g u r e  4 . 3 . 1 0  T h e  p l o t  o f  t h e  d e t e c t o r  o u t p u t  v e r s u s  t h e  p i n  
d i o d e  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i n  t h e  s e c o n d  q u a d r a n t .  T h e  
Y  c o m p o n e n t  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i s  h e l d  c o n s t a n t  w h i l e  
X  c o m p o n e n t  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i s  v a r i e d .
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F i g u r e  4 . 3 . 1 1  T h e  p l o t  o f  t h e  d e t e c t o r  o u t p u t  v e r s u s  t h e  p i n
d i o d e  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i n  t h e  t h i r d  a n g u l a r  q u a d r a n t .  
T h e  Y  c o m p o n e n t  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i s  h e l d  c o n s t a n t  w h i l e  
















F i g u r e  4 . 3 . 1 2  T h e  p l o t  o f  t h e  d e t e c t o r  o u t p u t  v e r s u s  t h e  p i n  
d i o d e  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i n  t h e  f o u r t h  a n g u l a r  
q u a d r a n t .  T h e  Y  c o m p o n e n t  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i s  h e l d  
c o n s t a n t  w h i l e  t h e  X  c o m p o n e n t  d r i v e  c u r r e n t  i s  v a r i e d .
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F i g u r e  4 . 3 . 1 3  T h e  p l o t s  o f  t r a n s m i s s i o n  l o s s  v e r s u s  f r e o u e n c y  
a n d  V S W R  v e r s u s  f r e q u e n c y  f o r  t h e  6 b r a n c h  l i n e  
h y b r i d  c o u p l e r  c o m p l e x  w e i g h t i n g  c i r c u i t  a f t e r  
t h e  p i n  d i o d e s  w e r e  m o u n t e d .
S o l i d  l i n e  = V S W R






F i g u r e  4 . 3 . 1 4  T h e  p l o t s  o f  t r a n s m i s s i o n  l o s s  v e r s u s  f r e q u e n c y  a n d  
V S W R  v e r s u s  f r e q u e n c y  f o r  t h e  6 b r a n c h  l i n e  h y b r i d  
c o u p l e r s  c o m p l e x  w e i g h t i n g  c i r c u i t  b e f o r e  t h e  p i n  
d i o d e s  w e r e  m o u n t e d .
S o l i d  l i n e  = V S W R






The VSWR at both the input and the output ports are less than 1.3 at
10.5 GHz.
Detailed frequency response of this circuit with and without the pin . 
diodes are shown in Figures 4.3.13 and 4.3.14 respectively.
4.4 DESIGN OF A FOUR-ELEMENT CIRCULAR DISK PATCH MICROSTRIP ANTENNA ARRAY
The use of a planar conducting structure on a dielectric substrate 
backed by a conductive ground plane as a radiating element has been 
investigated for almost three decades [139]. There is a considerable amount 
of literature available on the use of the microstrip conductors of various 
geometrical shapes as antenna elements [139-153]. Their performance as 
configured into antenna arrays are also well documented [49,50,141,146,149].
In this section the design of a four circular disk patch antenna array is 
described. The choice of the circular disk patch over other usable geometries 
is based on the consideration of the packing factor or the closeness of the 
elements in the array lattice [49,50]. Circular geometry offers greater 
advantage over other geometries in that it suffers lesser likihood of severe 
mutual coupling effect [160] when configured into an linear antenna array 
situation.
There are various methods available in the literature for the analysis 
of a disk patch antenna element [140,143,145,151-153]. However, only the 
simple cavity model is considered here, and it appears to be adequately 
accurate for this application.
Figure 4.4.1 shows the basis geometry of the disk patch antenna element. 
It comprises of a thin constructive circular patch on a dielectric substrate 
backed by a conductive ground plane. In this geometry, the electric field
z
i
F i g u r e  4 . 4 . 1  M i c r o s t r i p  c i r c u l a r  d i s k  p a t c h  a n t e n n a  e l e m e n t .
T h e  a n t e n n a  e l e m e n t  i s  c o n s i s t e d  o f  a  t h i n  c i r c u l a r  
c o n d u c t o r  o n  t o p  o f  a d i e l e c t r i c  m a t e r i a l  w h i c h  i s  
i n  t u r n  b a c k e d  b y  a c o n d u c t i v e  g r o u n d  p l a n e .
TOO
within the substrate has only one component, namely Ez while the magnetic
field consists of H and H components. Since the dielectric thickness h is
0 <j>
very much smaller than the operating wavelength Aq , it can also be safely 
assumed that the field variations along the z direction is negligible. At 
the edge of the patch it is obvious that the current component normal to it 
would be zero. This observation implies that the tangential component of 
the magnetic field at the edges of the disk patch is negligibly small. With 
these assumptions the circular patch can be modelled as a cylindrical cavity 
which has electric walls on its top and bottom boundaries and magnetic wall 
boundaries around its side. Thus the fields within this defined boundaries 
can be readily determined.
With no current sources, the wave equation to be solved for this case
is:-
* \  1 Ez 1 * %
.+ —
6 p p 6p p 6 4>
+ —£ ---£ + k - 0 (4.4.1)
Equation (4.4.1) considers the special case of a non-conducting propagation 
medium, where k = u  y e  ,  y  and e  are the permeability and permittivity of the 
medium repectively.
Rewritting Equation (4.4.1) into a simple harmonic equation and a 
Bessel's equation,
d $ 2
---2 + n $ = 0
d <f
(4.4.2)
d2R 1 dR , n2 
---2+ ----+ (k2- ~2 )R= 0
d p p dp p
(4.4.3)
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where R and $ are product solutions for Ez and n is an arbitrary constant. 
Since the general solution of Equation (4.4.2) can be written as a single 
Cosine term with a constant phase shift [174], by assuming a rotation of the 
coordinates, the constant phase shift can be conveniently set to zero. 
Similarly, the constants of the Bessel's function of the second kind 
associated with the general solution of Equation (4.4.3) is set to zero so that 
the solution of Equation (4.4.3) can remain finite at p = 0.
The solution for Equation (4.4.1) can now be obtained as:-
Ez = E
where Jn(kp) is the nth
q Jn(kp)Cos(n<f>)
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where Y is the propagation constant,w is the angular frequency, e is the 
dielectric permittivity and y , the dielectric permeability.
Since H<{> = 0 for p = a, 
therefore, from Equation (4.4.6),
Jn(ka)= 0 (4.4.7)
Equation (4.4.1) allows the resonant mode TMnm to be calculated, where m is
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nt zero of Equation (4.4.7).
For the dominant mode TK..,
ka = 1.84118
Thus, the resonant frequency f can be determined by,




where C is the velocity of light and e ^  is the effective dielectric 
permittivity. ag^  is the effective radius of the disk patch element. An 
empirical relationship between aeff and a is given by [154-156],
2h ua
aeff = a 1 + Traeff
( In —  + 1.7726 ) 
2h
1 /2 (4.4.10)
At resonant frequency, the input impedance z v of The disk patch antenna 
is real. The input impedance at a feed point pr along the radial axis of the 





where Py is the totâl power loss in the cavity. Py consists of the power loss 
through radiation P ^  the power loss PcQn through the resistivity of the 
conducting boundaries and the power loss Pdie which is the power dissipated 
within the dielectric medium.
Radiation from the antenna disk patch occurs from the fringing field
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betv/een the edge of the disk patch and the ground plane. The radiated power 
maybe derived either from the Ez field across this aperture or from the 
currents in the disk conductor. Assuming that Ez is constant across the gap 
aperture, the radiation field in the upper half space can be obtained with the 
ground plane replaced by an equivalent magnetic current,
Prad = “  Ref f ( ExH*)- ds (4.4.12)
• , ^ 
where S is the element of the spherical surface and (.) denotes conjugation.
The result of the integration is given by Long el at [151] as,
1 [e~
Prad = -d2E§j2(ka) [ ( y ^ ^  + y  (4.4.13)
where,
/ '2¡1 = J J-j (kga Sine )Sine de 
r71 Cos2e 2
Io = ----- jf{ knaSine )de
c 0 Sine 1 u
kQ is the free space wave number.
eg and yg are the permittivity and permeability of air 
respectively.
As pointed out by Long el at [151], 1̂  and 1^ cannot be integrated 
theoretically and their values have to be numerically estimated. In the case 
of the disk patch concerned here, Equation (4.4.13)can be reduced to,
Prad = -1.59143x10-^2 (4.4.14)
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The finite conductivity of the metal copper which is used in the 
fabrication of the antenna element, contributes to the conductor power loss 
PCOn* ^or conductor with surface resistance R$, the losses in the disk patch 
and the ground plane may be calculated as [151],
' E0RS f  f ^ f n2 2 2 2 '2 2












"2 ^n M  + k^ n ^ k0p  ̂ pdp
- Jn (k0a) ( (k0a)2‘ "2))
(4.4,15)
(4.4.16)




Equation (4.4.16) can now be reduced to,
Pcon = l - W x l O ^ V 1’5 El (4.4.17)
where f is computed in GHz.
The losses incurred in the dielectric can be found by integrating the 
previously found E fields over the volume of the cavity,
we 0 er tans




where tan 5 is the loss tangent of the dielectric material concerned. In 
the case of PTFE the loss tangent is taken to be 9x10’ .̂
Equation (4.4.18) can be extended to,
we r tana EO r
die
0
1 1 1 0P






with k^a = 1.84118 and n=l, Equation (4.4.19) can be simplified to,
Pdie= °-8O5xl0’4h tan« Eof_1 (4.4.20)
Since the total loss is the sum of radiation, conduction and dielectric 
2
losses, the factor EQ in Equations (4.4.11), (4.4.14), (4.4.17) and (4.4.20) 
can be eliminated and the feed point position for an input impedance of 50 Ohms 
can be evaluated. Table 4.4.1 shows the design dimensions for a four-element 
antenna array.
TABLE 4.4.1 DIMENSIONS USED FOR THE CONSTRUCTED ANTENNA ARRAY:
Dimensions of a four-element microstrip antenna array using circular 
disk patch antenna elements.
Frequency = 10.5 GHz.
Substrate thickness = 0.0508 mm 
Disk patch dimensions
Actual radius = 5.3147 mm
Effective radius = 5.6407 mm
Interelement spacing = 14.2757 mm
Total array length = 42.8271 mm
50 Ohms feed point ratio p/a = 0.3170
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Figure 4.4,2 The constructed four-elemnet antenna array 
using circular disk patch as the antenna 
elements. The constructed ground plane was 
found to he inadquate in size and a larger 
aluminium plate was used to supplement the 
ground plane shown here.
Figure 4.4.3 The microstrip stencil mask. Two feed points
are marked on the disk patchs. One is the centre 
of the disk patch and it is grounded by a small 
piece of connecting wire. The other is about 
a third of the radius away from the disk centre. This 
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F i g u r e  4 . 4 . 4  T h e  p l o t  o f  t h e  f r e n u e n c y  r e s p o n s e  o f  t h e  d i s k  
p a t c h  a n t e n n a  e l e m e n t  i n  t e r m s  o f  V S W R .
T h e  r e s o n a n t  f r e q u e n c y  a p p e a r s  t o  b e  e q u a l  t o  
1 0 - . 5 5  G H z .  A t  1 0 . 5  G H z .  t h e  V S W R  v a l u e  i s  1 . 1 5
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Figure 4.4.5 The plot of the radiation patterns of the disk
patch antenna elemnet. The slight loss in the direction of 
positive angles is noticed. This is in the direction 
of the adjacent elements.
E«j> represents the long side of the receiving horn being 
normal to the antenna array
Ee represents the long side of the receiving horn aperture 
being parallel to the antenna array.
Note: Measurement power = 0 dbm.
Vertical resolution = 1.0 db.
Horizontal resolution = 2.5°.
n o
Figure 4.4.2 shows a picture of the fabricated antenna array and 
Figure 4.4.3 shows the microstrip antenna stencil mask. In testing the 
antenna array shown in Figure 4.4.2, it was discovered that a larger 
ground plane is needed to obtain reasonable results. A sheet of thin aluminium 
plate of the dimension 30x27 cm is used for this purpose. Figure 4.4.4 
shows the VSWR versus frequency response of a single disk patch antenna 
element. It can be seen that the actual matching point is in fact a fraction 
higher than 10.5 GHz. However, it is important to mention that the simplified 
design procedure as presented in this section does not take into consideration 
the effect of the thickness of the antenna element feed [140,157]. The 
feed thickness exhibits some noticeble reactances as the measurement results 
verified. The disk patch antenna element when it is configured into an 
antenna array of the dimensions described earlier behaves isotropically 
showing Tittle sign of being affected by mutual coupling. Figure 4.4.5 shows 
the measured E<f> and Ee radiation pattern of the outer most element of the 
array. The antenna pattern measured has 1 db power and 2.5° angular resolution, 
and each data point is joined by a straight line by computer plotting facility. 
From Figure 4.4.5, it can be seen that the elements can be taken to be linearly 
polari sed.
4.5 DESIGN OF A DEDICATED MICROPROCESSOR CONTROLLED ANTENNA SIGNAL
PROCESSOR
Experience [171] with the use of commercial single board microcomputer 
has shown that the available commercial products, apart from being 
inordinately expensive, used fairly complicated decoding circuitry to organise 
the microprocessor control signal lines and the address bus. To understand 
how these circuits function often entails considerable effort and time.
However, if one desires to incorporate a microprocessor board into a practical 
design properly and efficiently, a thorough understanding of that particular
i n
microcomputer board is imperative. The basic aim of the design described 
in this section is to bring the number of the microcomputer components 
required for the complete control of the automatic null steering antenna 
array to a minimum. Figure 4.5.1 shows the schematic diagram of the 
microcomputer. The microprocessor used is the Motorola M6802, an up-graded 
version of the eariler M6800 microprocessor. It contains a system clock 
oscillator which uses an external crystal of four times the operating 
frquency. In addition, it also has 128 bytes of RAM located at hexadecimal 
memory addresses $0000 to $007F on the device. Apart from these two extra 
facilities, M6802 is virtually identical to the M6800 in all aspects save 
the tri-state control of the M6800 is missing. The loss of this control is 
compensated by the on-chip RAM enable control and RAM standby power supply 
inputs as well as the memory enable control which allows the stretching of the 
system clock pulses. The entire address bus structure of this microcomputer 
circuit is decoded by a single nand gate that divides the memory addresses 
into two 32 kilo-byte pages. In this way, the decoding process permits the 
number of components needed to construct a microcomputer to be reduced to a 
minimum. A similar decoding system is also reported by Cheah [63]. In this 
decoding configuration, the VMA control line from the M6802 is conspicuously 
missing while it dominates the address bus decoding circuit in most commercial 
designs. Owing to the fact that the address bus of the M6802 is not tri-state 
in nature, the processor memory address output appears on the address bus all 
the time, the function of the VMA is therefore, to signal to the rest of the 
microprocessor ancillaries if there is a change in the processor address 
output. However, nothing will hapen until the rising edge of an enable clock 
pulse arrives. The object of correct timing in this case is to prevent 
unstable write operation by the RAM, since the microprocessor would be capable 
of looking after its own read cycle so long as the overall address bus
propagation delay is not too excessively long. Since the circuit shown in 
Figure 4.5.1 does not involve external RAM operations, VMA can be made 
redundant.
A M6321 peripheral interface adaptor and a M6551 asynchronous 
communication interface adaptor are located at hexadecimal addresses $4000 
to $4020 and $2000 to $2020 repectively. With the use of their on-device 
decoders, the register addresses of these adaptors are listed below, albeit 
these addresses have multiple images:-
PIA
Acia
Port A data register $4004
Port A control register $4005
Port B data register $4006











The RS 232 interface is accomplished by using 1488 and 1489 standard 
interface pair, and the baud rate can be be software chosen from a range of 
some 15 standard frequencies. However on initial start-up, the baud rate of 




F i p u r e  4 . 5 . 1  T h e  s c h e r a t i c  d i a n r a m  o f  t h e  m i n i m u m  c o m n o n e n t  
c o u n t  m i c r o c o m p u t e r .  T h e  t o t a l  n u m b e r  o f  
s e m i c o n d u c t o r  d e v i c e s  r e n u i r e d  i s  o n l y  7
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F i g u r e  4 . 5 . 2  T h e  c o n s t r u c t e d  m i c r o c o m p u t e r  b o a r d .  T h i s  m i c r o c o m p u t e r  
b o a r d  w a s  c u s t o m - d e s i g n e d  f o r  t h e  u s e  o f  t h e  a u t o m a t i c  
n u l l  s t e e r i n g  a n t e n n a  a r r a y .  I t s  d i m e n s i o n s  w e r e  
d e s i g n e d  t o  f i t  i n t o  t h e  a n t e n n a  a r r a y  c a s i n g .
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The controlling program is stored in a 4 kilo-byte 2532 EPROM located at $F000 
to $FFFF and its address imaaes. So long as the address referencing used in 
the controlling program is consistent to one set of address image, this 
microcomputer does not present any software or constructional difficulties.
A photo of the contructed microcomputer is shown in figure 4.5.2.
4.6 CONCLUSION
In this chapter, the design of various important components needed 
in the construction of an automatic null steering antenna array system 
have been presented. A prototype complex weighting circuit is initially 
produced with acceptable performance results. Four other complex weighting 
circuits are subsequently built and tested for repeatibility and they are 
found to be satisfactory although the complex weighting responses are not 
identical. As a result, four sets of independent calibration tables 
have to be made for microcomputer control purposes. The slight variation in 
the complex weighting responses point to the fact that the accuracy of the 
circuit fabrication process needs be improved. The particularly difficult 
part in this process is the mounting of the pin diodes. As the dimensions 
of the pin diodes are in the order of tenths of micrometers, the mounting and 
positioning of the pin diodes have to be performed under microscope. Accuracy 
achieved without any other commercial equipment proved to be inadequate. It 
is envisaged that if a commercial vacuum pick-up tool designed for this 
purpose is used, better repeatibility can be achieved.
A four-element antenna array is also successfully fabricated. It is 
found that the measured frequency response of the circular disk patch antenna 
element is slightly higher in frequency than it is calculated inspite of 
using the well-known empirical correction formula proposed by various research 
workers. The frequency response of the contructed antenna array shows a 0.1
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GHz. offset, however it is acceptable as far as the intended automatic null 
steering antenna array system is concerned.
The last section of this chapter described an unusual design of a 
minimum-component-count microcomputer. The microcomputer uses only a single 
logic nand gate to provide all the necessary decoding of the system address 
bus. The design has been successfully used in various control applications.
The microcomputer board is used as a signal processor in the antenna system.
It organises the setting of complex weights in terms of pin diode drive 
currents and communication with external computer or terminal. An operator 
can therefore, set and reset any complex weighting circuit with well structured 
commands and easy to remember syntax format. A further discussion in this 
area can be found in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5
CONSTRUCTION AND EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF AN 
AUTOMATIC NULL STEERING ANTENNA ARRAY
5.1 INTRODUCTION
For the past two decades, there has been considerable interest in the 
development of various adaptive antenna processor algorithms. The aim is to 
achieve automatic nulling of spatial interference sources in favour of a 
desirable signal direction by processing the output of each of the elements 
of an antenna array. However, a microwave antenna system of this kind, apart 
from requiring complicated digital and radio support circuitry, lacks absolute 
controllability both in the antenna pattern generation and in the manner of 
adaptivity to the varied interference environments. Each antenna element 
needs to have a receiver of its own so that the individual output can be 
assessed. Furthermore, in most cases, an extremely high speed analogue or 
digital processor is required to made real time signal processing a reality.
Recently, attempts to avoid these constraints, while at the same time 
exploiting the adaptive interference nulling property of the conventional 
adaptive antenna array, have been explored using a linear antenna array [
64] as shown in Figure 5.1.1. This is achieved by applying a small 
perturbation to each of the quiescent antenna element complex weight settings 
according to a particular orthogonal sequence, such as the Walsh function.
In this way, it is possible to estimate the favourable convergent gradients. 
Other well-known algorithms, for instance, the Least-Mean-Square (LMS) method, 
can then be employed to determine the subsequent weight settings in a 
recursive fashion. Due to the added perturbation sequence in determining the 
convergent gradient such a method is several times slower than the regular
F i g u r e  5 . 1 . 1  T h e  s c h e m a t i c  d i a g r a m  o f  a s i m p l e  a n t e n n a  a r r a y  
w h i c h  c a n  b e  c o n t r o l l e d  b y  a s i g n a l  p r o c e s s o r  i n  
t e r m s  o f  t h e  c o m p l e x  w e i g h t i n g  f u n c t i o n .
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LMS algorithms. For large antenna arrays, the length of the transient 
time required may not be acceptable in practice.
Based on Figure 5.1.1, a deterministic interference nulling scheme has 
also been proposed recently. The basic working principle of this scheme is 
carried out in tv/o steps. Firstly, a sequence of predetermined weight 
settings is applied and the resultant power output for each setting is 
recorded automatically by a dedicated signal processor. The length of the 
weight setting sequence is a function of N; the number of the antenna 
elements. From these power output readings, the relative phases and the 
voltage amplitudes induced in the antenna elements as a consequence of 
several incoming signals can be determined. With this information, the 
direction of arrival and the strength of up to N-l signal sources can be 
evaluated.
In the second step, an appropriate antenna pattern is then synthesised 
to counteract any unwanted signals. Since all the intermediate solutions 
are in closed form, contingency routines can be simply implemented to cater 
for irregular interference behavour such as rhythmic pulsation [159] or when 
the number of interference signal exceeds the upper limit of N-l [161]. 
Moreover, other signal seeking strategy such as direct main lobe scanning can 
be used without difficulty. Above all, the main attribute of an automatic 
null steering antenna array with configuration just described is that it can 
be a direct substitute for a conventional passive antenna without the need to 
interfere with the existing communication equipment associated with the 
system.
In this chapter, the details related to the construction of this antenna 
array are given. Various experimental verifications of its performance are 
also presented.
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5.2 CONSTRUCTIONAL DETAILS AND EXPERIMENTAL TEST SET UPS
The constructional details of various important components have been 
thoroughly investigated in Chapter 4. In this this section the assembly of 
the automatic null-steering antenna array is described. Figure 5.2.1 shows an 
assembled view of the complete antenna system. The description of each 
constituent component and its role in the completed antenna array are clearly 
shown in the schematic diagram depicted in Figure 4.1.2.
Each antenna element of the microstrip antenna array module is connected 
through a precision SMA male-male connector to a complex weighting circuit.
The phase discrepancies introduced by the connectors are later compensated 
for during the calibration process. The output of the four complex weighting 
circuits are then summed together by a 4-input single-output binary power 
combiner using a single tier Wilkinson power combining principle [131]. The 
connection made is again through the precision male-male SMA connectors.
The output of the power combiner is routed out of the antenna system to be 
connected to an external receiver. Since the antenna system is reciprocal 
in its signal path, it can also be used as a transmitting antenna.
The complex weighting circuit is controlled through a digital to .
analogue converter (D/A) subcircuit which is shown in Figure 4.3.7 in block 
diagram. A detailed schematic diagram of this subcircuit can also be found 
in Appendix F. The on-board two 8-bit latches of the D/A subcircuit are 
selected through a 16-bit multiplexer on the mother board. The details on 
the mother board are contained in Appendix G. The latches receive a parallel 
command word from the peripheral interface adapter of the signal processor 
board, whenever a new complex weight is required for the attenuator. A 
similar command word is also channelled through a 16-bit latched bus which 
controls the 2-bit phase shifter circuitry on the D/A subcircuit when
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Fiqure 5.2.1 The assembled automatic null steering antenna 
array. The constructional details visible in 
this picture include the power supply assembly, 
the pin diode driver sub-circuits, the complex 
weighting circuits, the system mother board and 
the antenna array module.
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different quadrants are desirable.
The digital to analogue conversion is accomplished by a low cost 8-bit 
D/A converter. The pin diodes of the attenuator in the complex weighting 
circuit are driven through a pair of DC buffer amplifiers, whilst the pin 
diodes used in the one-bit phase shifter receive their maximum RF short 
circuited DC current from a Darlington pair. The function of the signal 
processor microcomputer is to relay received signal power to an external 
computer or terminal. Nevertheless, its prime function is to act upon 
external command to set the bias levels on the pin diode D/A control 
subcircuits.
A RS-232 serial communication interface is provided and software 
supported by the signal processor microcomputer. The start-up baud rate of the 
the RS-232 port is 9600 baud. This baud rate can be alterred by software 
to any of the following 15 standard baud rates shov/n in table 5.2.1,
TABLE 5.2.1 STANDARD BAUD RATES SUPPORTED BY THE SERIAL COMMUNICATION 
INTERFACE


















note:- x denotes logic don't care
Two standard RS-232 D type 25-pin connectors are used for external 
connections. One is configured as a terminal while the other, a computer.
Using either a non-intelligent terminal or a pre-programmed dedicated 
computer, an operator can therefore issue appropriate commands to set or 
change any of the complex weighting circuit settings.
The commands are organised in the following manner:-
a) To set or change settings of the complex weighting circuits.
Antenna Angular Two-digit setting Two-digit setting
[S] [ element No.] [Quardrant ] [value for X ] [value for Y ]
Syntax error will be announced by the signal processor if the command 
does not comply with this format of if it is inexecutable. Correct 
command received will also be acknowledged.
b) To read input power level:- .
[R]
Upon receiving command R, the signal processor will send a two-digit 
value showing a relative received power level and terminated with a 
carriage return.
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A listing of the assembly cource code can be found in Appendix D. A 
sample listing of the external computer hand-shaking program can also be found 
in Appendix E.
The antenna array is powered by a 5V and + 12V power supply. Under 
full loading condition, the antenna array draws an average of 1.5 Amps at 5V.
Since the antenna system is reciprocal in nature, in the experimental 
measurements conducted and described in the next few sections, the antenna 
system is used as a transmitter antenna. This is because the experimental 
set-up and the measuring instrumentation used are more conducive to radiated 
field strength measurement. The signal source is comprised of a HP 8620C 
Sweep Oscillator main frame with a HP 86250D RF plug-in which allows spot 
RF output frequency range of 8.0 to 12.4 GHz. The oscillator is used to 
provide a 10.5 GHz. signal output with 1 KHz. square wave modulation. .
Coaxial circulator is used to protect the oscillator from any inadvertant 
unmatched situations. The detection of the transmitted signal is achieved 
through the use of a 5 cm by 3 cm, 11 dB gain horn with imbedded diode 
detector. In the case of the automatic main lobe scanning experiment to be 
discussed in the later part of this chapter, an optional low noise detector 
diode pre-amplifier was designed and built. The purpose of this pre­
amplifier is to compensate for the high input treshold power requirement of a 
bi-quad band pass filter circuit needed by the controlling BBC computer. The 
function of the 40 dB band rejection filter is to enhance the signal to noise 
ratio at 1 KHz. The output of the band-pass filter is followed by an active 
rectifier which produces a DC signal to be converted by the in-built 12-bit 
analogue to digital converter (A/D) of the BBC computer. However, in other 
experiments, a Marconi VSWR meter is used to detect the output power level of 
the detector diode mounted in the receiving horn antenna. The communication
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with the signal processing microcomputer of the antenna array system is 
conducted through a BBC computer serial interface. This controlling computer 
is programmed in such a way so as to facilitate the progress of the experiment. 
It is sometime used as non-intelligent terminal while in other occasions, semi­
automation is achieved by having the operator be prompted to read a certain 
meter during the experimental process verbally by the computer using speech 
synthesis method. Owing to the lack of anechoic chamber facilities, carbon 
impregnated felt tiles are used in strategic positions to reduce the signal 
scattering problems. In Section 5.3, the details of the experimentation are 
presented.
5.3 EXPERIMENTAL RESOLUTION OF THE SPATIAL SIGNAL SOURCES
There are two possible means in which the detection of the direction 
of arrival of the incident signals can be achieved. One is by estimating 
the antenna element signal outputs, then with the help of the techniques 
presented in Chapter 3, to resolve the incoming amplitude and phase of the 
signals. A more straight-forward way is no doubt that of scanning the 
main lobe of the antnna radiation pattern across its detection range. Any 
received signal power above the noise level at a particular scan angle 
would indicate the angle of arrival of that signal. However, the resolution 
power of the antenna array to detect the direction of arrival of the incoming 
signals in this manner in general, decreases asymptotically as the number of 
signal sources increases. In fact the resolution power of the antenna array 
is a diminishing function of the number of the incoming signal sources and 
their relative strengths. Thus, this is not a particularly useful method of 
detecting the presence of spatial signal sources.
5.3.1 THE SCANNING ANTENNA RADIATION PATTERN MAIN-LOBE METHOD
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In this experiment a horn receiving antenna is used to receive the 
signal transmitted by the null steering antenna when the main beam of the 
antenna readiation pattern is scanned over a -70° to +70° range. The output 
of the receiving antenna would then indicate its own direction with respect 
to the transmitting antenna. This is to simulate the situation where the 
null steering antenna array is configured as a receiving antenna, then the 
antenna array output would therefore be able to detect the angle of arrival 
of the signal from the horn antenna. The experimental set-up is shown in 
Figure 5.3.1. A computer program written in BASIC is designed to enable the 
controlling BBC computer to steer the main beam of the antenna array in 5- 
degree step from -70 degrees to +70 degrees azimuth without null constraint. 
This is done by introducing progressive phase shifts in the antenna elements 
using precalculated complex weights. For each 5-degree step at which the 
main lobe of the antenna radiation pattern is steered, the 1 KHz. pulse 
modulated signal is detected by the detecting diode of the horn receiving 
antenna. The signal is preamplified and then passed through a 1 KHz. double 
bi-quad band pass filter followed by an active rectifier. The purpose of 
this 40 dB rejection filtering process is to enhance the signal to noise 
ratio which is otherwise unacceptable in the rectification stage. The output 
of the rectifier is connected to the in-built 12-bit A/D converter of the 
BBC computer. The signal processed by the computer is a DC voltage which 
is proportional to the received signal power at the receiving horn antenna.
After each complete azimuth scan, the BBC computer then normalises 
the received data to its maximum value before displaying it in terms of the 
received signal level in dB versus the scanned angles. Figures 5.3.2 to
5.3.6 show the radiation patterns measured when the antenna array main lobe 
is steered at 10°, 0°, -10°, -20° and +30°. It is apparent that the main beam 
of the antenna radiation pattern can be accurately steered at will. However,
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it is necessary to point out that the region of low side lobe areas, there is 
is an evident increase in scattering noise power. This partly due to the fact 
that the received power at those levels is close to the minimum detectable 
level by the receiving power meter. More evidence of this fact is given in the 
antenna radiation pattern obtained for the phased array without the losses 
incurred by the complex weighting circuits as shown in Figure 5.4.3.
Figures 5.3.7 to 5.3.12 show the results of the experiment with the 
receiving horn antenna placed at -20°, -10°, -5°, 0°, 10°, 15° relative to 
the antenna broadside respectively. In these figures, a sliding average signal 
processing is imposed between the angular range of -70° to +30° and the range 
of -30° and -70° to get rid of the distracting side lobe responses. From these 
results, it can be seen that the antenna array is capable of being accurately 
steered with predictable definition within the +30° to -30° angular limit, and 
thus as a receiving antenna, it can resolve the direction of an incoming beam 
as shown in these results. The incoming beam-width of the detected signal 
shown in Figures 5.3.7 to 5.3.12 is the product of the main-beam patterns of 
the null steering antenna array and that of the receiving horn antenna.
However, Figures 5.3.7 and 5.3.12 show the increase in predominance of 
a second spurious signal peak. This effect is due to the increase in the side 
lobe response when the main beam is steered av/ay from the antenna broadside. 
Indeed, when the receiving horn is placed outside the + 30° limit, the scanning 
result will be ambiguous, since when the antenna radiation pattern main beam is 
placed towards the large angular angles in the positive and negative directions 
relatively high side lobes are generated. A more useful approach to resolve the 
direction of arrival of the incident signals is to utilise the knowledge gained 
from Chapter 3, where the signal** output of the antenna elements is estimated, 
then with the use of the information matrix created, the amplitude and the
F i g u r e  5 . 3 . 1  T h e  e x p e r i m e n t a l  s e t  u p  f o r  t h e  m a i n  b e a m  s c a n n i n g  
e x p e r i m e n t .  T h e  u s e  o f  t h e  o s c i l l o s c o p e  i n  t h i s  
e x p e r i m e n t  i s  f o r  o p e r a t o r  i n s p e c t i o n  p u r p o s e s  
d u r i n g  t h e  p r o g r e s s  o f  t h e  m e a s u r e m e n t .
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F i g u r e  5 . 3 . 2  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e  
m a i n  l o b e  i s  p l a c e d  a t  1 0 °
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0 d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 .0  db.
H o r i z o n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 2 . 5 ° .
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F i g u r e  5 . 3 . 3  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  f o r  
t h e  m a i n  b e a m  b e i n g  p o s i t i o n e d  a t  0 °
S o l i d  l i n e  = m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e  =  c a l c u l a t e d .
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0 d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 . 0  d b .  
H o r i z o n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 2 . 5 ° .
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F i g u r e  5 . 3 . 4  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e  m a i n  
l o b e  i s  p l a c e d  a t  - 1 0 °
S o l i d  l i n e  = m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e  = c a l c u l a t e d .
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0 d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 .0  db.
H o r i z o n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 2 . 5 ° .
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F i g u r e  5 . 3 . 5  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e  m a i n  
l o b e  i s  p l a c e d  a t  - 2 0 °
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
Note: Measurement power = 0 dbm.
Vertical resolution = 1.0 db. 





















F i g u r e  5 . 3 . 6  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  
w h e n  t h e  m a i n  b e a m  i s  p l a c e d  a t  3 0 °  
S o l i d  l i n e  = m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e  =  c a l c u l a t e d
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0  d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 . 0  db.
H o r i z o n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 2 . 5 ° .
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Figure 5,3,7 The resultant scanned output for the 
situation where the receiving horn is 
placed at -20°
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Figure 5.3.8 The resultant scanned output for the situation
where the receiving horn is placed at -10°
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Figure 5.3.9 The resultant scanned output for the 
situation where the receiving horn is 
placed at -5°
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Figure 5.3.10 The resultant scanned output for the situation
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Figure 5.3.11 The resultant scanned output for the situation 
where the receiving horn is placed at 10°
J70
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Figure 5.3.12 The resultant scanned output for the situation 
where the receiving horn is placed at 15°
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direction of the incoming signals can be theoretically determined.
5.3.2 SPATIAL SIGNAL RESOLUTION USING LEAVITT'S [58] SIGNAL ESTIMATION 
ALGORITHM
In this experiment, the signal output of each antenna element is 
estimated by making power measurements corresponding to a special complex 
weight sequence. This method has been discussed by Eeavitt [58], Cheah 
and Paoloni [59]. As shown by Leavitt, the relative phase of the signal
1L
output at the nLn antenna element can be evaluated by making only eight 
seperate power measurements for the first element and six others for each of 
the subsequent elements of the antenna array.
The phase setting <j>.. for the i**1 complex weight during the power
• J
measurement for the determination of is,
♦ ij=
0 for j= 1 or i / n
= TT j= 2
-
= - V2 C_i
. II C
O
= ■n/2 j= 4
and
= *i J
+ „ j= 1.2,3,4
(5.3.1)
can be expressed in terms of the power measurements as follows:-
ib = tan - 1
p ( $ 3 ) + p ( * 8 ) -  p ( * 7 ) -  p ( * 4 )




5 • • • •
It follows that the amplitude of the induced signal at the n̂ *1 antenna 
element can also be expressed as,
En = [( P ^ )  + P(*6) - P(*5) - P(*2))2 + ( P(*3) + P(*8 ) - P(*;)
- p(*4))2]0-25 c (5.3.3)
where C is a power conversion constant.
Figure 5.3.13 shows the experimental set up used in this measurement. 
The experiment was conducted by configuring the null steering array as a 
transmitting antenna. Using the signal reciprocity principle discussed in 
the earlier part of this section, A receiving horn antenna is placed at 
various azimuth positions. The output of the receiving horn is therefore 
proportional to the combined signal output of all the four antenna elements 
under the imposed complex weighting functions. This situation is analogous 
to having the null steering antenna array being used as a receiving antenna 
with its combined signal output as equal to the output of the receiving horn 
antenna. The results presented here, are the results of the experiements 
carried out for the receiving horn antenna when it was placed in locations 
at -15°, -10°, -5°, 0°, 5°, 10°, 15°, 20°, 25°. At each location, a full 
set of the Leavitt's measurement sequence was carried out. A BBC computer 
program vvas written so that the computer gave verbal commands to the operator 
to read and record the Marconi power meter readings. This was done through 
the use of the Intel speech synthesis devices. The involvement of the 
operator in this measurement procedure was because of the difficulty
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encountered in accurately measuring the signal responses v/ith any other means, 
since the signal concerned behaves in a logarithmic manner.
With the amplitude and phase of the signal output of each of the antenna 
element obtained in this way, the signal resolution technique presented in 
Section 3.3 is then used to resolve the direction of the receiving horn for 
each position. The experimental results are tabulated below:-
TABLE 5.3.1 THE RECEIVING HORN DIRECTION AND THE SIGNAL AMPLITUDE 
RESOLUTION
Receiving horn directions No. of resolved zero Normalised Estimated
(in degrees relative to eigenvalue with offset signal Signal
broadside 0°) =0.3 amplitude Direction
-15° 1 1.0 -25.38°
-10° 1 1.0 - 9.47°
- 5° 2 1.0 4.94
0.12 -15.01
0° 1 1.0 9.26
5° 2 1.0 10.56
0.23 2.14
10° 1 1.0 . 13.76°
15° 1 1.0 16.33°
oO<Ni 1 1.0 22.45°
OinC\J 1 1.0 28.77°
The analysis program used for the foregoing results is appended in 
Appendix H. It can be seen from these results that the estimated angle is 
within + 10° of the true direction. It is apparent that the effective main
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lobe beam width of the receiving horn no doubt contributes to the resolution 
error. In addition, it is also noticeble that the estimated results carries 
a bias in the positive direction. This phenomenon can be attributed to the 
slight misalignment of the 8 male-male connectors used. As the Leavitt's 
algorithm does not allow the inclusion of the radiation scattering noise 
nor measurement tolerances, inaccuracy in the calibration process would * 
manifest itself in these measurements. In some cases these errors may result 
in the emergence of negative eigenvalues. This intolerance of external errors 
can be clearly seen in Reference [58]. The additional spurious signals 
detected at -5° and 5° are a result of the offset values applied. The low 
normalised amplitude levels obviously indicated that they are a consequence 
of spurious noise detection as discussed in Chapter 3.
In the next section, the accuracy in the synthesised antenna pattern 
shows that the error caused by each individual antenna radiating element 
signal path is indeed minimal.
5.4 EXPERIMENT RESULTS ON ANTENNA BEAM FORMING
Various aspects of antenna beam forming synthesis technique have been 
discussed in Chapter 2. Null placement constraints on an antenna array 
radiation pattern can be imposed by orthonormal projection of the main beam 
space vector onto the space spanned by the orthogonal constraint vectors.
This technique can be simply expressed as
m
W = la.S. (5.4.1)
i=o’  1
where W is the complex weight vector needed to produce the desirable
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constrained radiation pattern. S. i=l, 2,...m are the space vector of the 
constraints. Sq indicates the main beam constraint direction, m being the 


















series of complex weights are calculated for a number of different 
constraints and the radiation pattern of the antenna array is measured with 
the imposition of each of these complex weight vectors.
The measurement set up is arranged as shown in Figure 5.3.13. The 
antenna radiation pattern v/as scanned manually with a receiving horn over an 
angular range of -70° to +70° in step of 1.25°. The received signal is 
recorded from a Marconi power meter. The resultant radiation pattern was 
plotted in comparison with the theoretical pattern. Due to the lack of an 
anechoic chamber facility, a number of carbon impregnated felt tiles were 
used to reduce the effect of random scattering. The position of these tiles 
is indicated in Figure 5.4.1.
A number of interesting results are presented here. Figure 5.4.2 shows 
a plot of the measured unconstrainted radiation pattern of the antenna array 
in comparison with the theoretical curve. The excellent match between the 
theoretical plot and the measured radiation pattern suggests that the 
individual antenna element and the antenna array as a whole behaved in
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accordance with the theoretical assumptions. The theoretical curve assumes 
that the antenna element is isotropic and there is no mutual coupling effects. 
It can be seen that this is true as the good predictability of the measured 
radiation pattern verifies. Figure 5.4.3 shows a similar plot which is the 
radiation pattern of the same antenna array when all the complex weighting 
circuits are physically removed. The absolute level of the maximum main beam 
peak of Figure 5.4.3 is about 18 dB higher than that of Figure 5.4.2. It is 
clear that the complex weighting circuit contributed approximately 12 dB 
attenuation and the cummulative reflection and transmission losses in the 
mismatching of components at the point between the complex weighting circuit 
and the antenna element and the point between the complex weighting circuits 
and the Wilkinson combiner account for 6 dB losses. Figure 5.4.3 further 
strengthened the evidence that the antenna array is behaving as predicted 
theoretically. The relatively low side lobe level and low scattering effect 
are also evident in this figure. This could be due to the increase in the 
radiated signal power and therefore it has substantially improved the received 
signal to noise ratio at the receiving horn port, eliminating the lower 
scattering noise power.
It is also noticed that there is considerable random scattering noise 
power towards the axis parallel to the antenna array beyond + 30°. The fine 
structures of the measured antenna pattern that increased in intensity as 
the pattern approaches towards these positions can be attributed to the near 
field scattering from the antenna ground plane. The antenna ground plane is 
consisted of a sheet of aluminium plate of the dimensions 30 cm by 27 cm. Two 
further examples of the broadside main lobe constraint are shown in Figures
5.4.4 and 5.4.5 . Figure 5.4.4 shows a null constraint placed at -10° 
which is purposely chosen to be close to the main lobe. Figure 5.4.5 shows
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the resultant radiation pattern when a further null constraint is imposed at 
+20°. These two constrained nulls result in a diminished main lobe. Figures
5.4.6 , 5.4.7 and 5.4.8 depict examples of the radiation patterns when
the main lobe is placed at +30°, +30° and -30° respectively. Figure 5.4.6 
shows a radiation pattern with main beam pattern constrained at +30° and a 
single null placed at -30° position. Due to a much disturbed overall signal 
strength when the main beam is steered away from the broadside position, the 
noise power at larger angular positions effectively veils the actual null 
positions. To further illustrate this fact, Figure 5.4.7 shows a similar 
antenna radiation pattern as that of Figure 5.4.6 but with the null constraint 
placed further to -60°. Figure 5.4.8 depicts an antenna radiation pattern 
with -30° main lobe position with three null constraints installed at 0°,
20° and 50° positions. Two other examples show the main beam pattern 
constrained at -40°. Figure 5.4.9 shows an antenna radiation pattern with 
main beam placed at -40° and a single null at 0° while Figure 5.4.10 depicts 
the situation when the null is moved to -20°.
To test the repeatability of the radiation patterns, several 
measurements of a particular pattern are taken over a period of few months 
without the measurement set up being disturbed in any way. Two representative 
examples are shown in Figures 5.4.11 and 5.4.12. Figure 5.4.11 shows an 
example of the measurements taken with identical constraints being imposed as 
in Figure 5.4.4 in different times. Similar measurement was.taken for Figure
5.4.7 and is shown in Figure 5.4.12. The importance of this exercise is to 
illustrate the robustness of the antenna array and its measurment process 
since the random scattering effect and the back ground noise power changes 
from day to day in the measurement environment, not to mention the 
contributory effect of room temperature differences.
F i g u r e  5 . 3 . 1 3  T h e  e x p e r i e m e n t a l  s e t  u p  f o r  m a n u a l  m e a s u r e m e n t  
o f  t h e  r a d i a t e d  s i g n a l  s t r e n g t h .
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F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 1  F e l t  t i l e s  a r e  p l a c e d  a r o u n d  t h e  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  
p a t t e r n  m e a s u r e m e n t  s i t e  t o  r e d u c e  r a n d o m  s c a t t e r i n g  
p r o b l e m .
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F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 2  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  a l l  t h e  
c o m p l e x  w e i g h t i n g  c i r c u i t s  a r e  s e t  t o  1 +  j O  
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  =  0  d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 .0  db.
H o r i z o n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 2 . 5 ° .
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F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 3  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  a l l  
c o m p l e x  w e i g h t i n g  c i r c u i t s  a r e  r e m o v e d .
S o l i d  l i n e  = m e a s u r e d  
. D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0 d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 . 0  db .










F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 4  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e  m a i n  
b e a m  o f  t h e  p a t t e r n  i s  p l a c e d  a t  0 °  a n d  a  n u l l  
c o n s t r a i n t  p l a c e d  a t  - 1 0 °
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0  d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 . 0  db .










F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 5  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e  m a i n  
b e a m  i s  p l a c e d  a t  0 °  a n d  t w o  n u l l  c o n s t r a i n t s  a r e  
a r e  p l a c e d  a t  - 1 0 °  a n d  2 0 °  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0  d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 .0  db .
H o r i z o n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 2 . 5 ° .
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F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 6  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e
m a i n  b e a m  i s  c o n s t r a i n e d  a t  3 0 °  a n d  a  n u l l  i s  p l a c e d  
a t  - 3 0 °
S o l i d  1 i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  1 i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0 d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 . 0  db.










F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 7  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e  m a i n  
b e a m  i s  c o n s t r a i n e d  a t  3 0 °  a n d  a  n u l l  c o n s t r a i n t  a t  
- 6 0 °
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
Note: Measurement power = 0 d b m .
Vertical resolution = 1 . 0  d b .
Horizontal resolution = 2 . 5  .
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F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 8  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e
m a i n  b e a m  i s  p l a c e d  a t  - 3 0 °  a n d  t h r e e  n u l l  c o n s t r a i n t s  
a r e  i m p o s e d  a t  0 ° ,  2 0 °  a n d  5 0 °  r e s p e c t i v e l y .
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0  d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 . 0  db.
H o r i z o n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 2 . 5 ° .
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F i g u r e  5 , 4 , 9  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e  m a i n  b e a m  
i s  p l a c e d  a t  - 4 0 °  a n d  a s i n g l e  n u l l  a t  Q °
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0 d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 . 0  d b .










F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 1 0  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e
m a i n  b e a m  i s  p l a c e d  a t  - 4 0 °  a n d  t h e  n u l l  i s  i m p o s e d
a t  - 2 0 °
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d  
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0  d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 .0  db .
H o r i z o n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 2 . 5 ° .
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F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 1 1  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w i t h  
m a i n  b e a m  a t  0 °  a n d  a  s i n g l e  n u l l  a t  - 1 0 °
T h i s  p a t t e r n  w a s  m e a s u r e d  a  f e w  m o n t h s  a f t e r  
t h e  c o m p l e t i o n  o f  a l l  t h e  p r i m a r y  m e a s u r e m e n t s .  
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0  d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 . 0  db .
H o r i z o n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 2 . 5 ° .
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F i g u r e  5 . 4 . 1 2  T h e  m e a s u r e d  a n t e n n a  r a d i a t i o n  p a t t e r n  w h e n  t h e
m a i n  b e a m  i s  c o n s t r a i n e d  a t  3 0 °  a n d  a  n u l l  i s  i m p o s e d  
a t  - 6 0 ° .  T h i s  r e s u l t  w a s  m e a s u r e d  a  f e w  m o n t h s  a f t e r  
t h e  c o m p l e t i o n  o d  t h e  p r i m a r y  e x p e r i m e n t a l  m e a s u r e m e n t s .  
S o l i d  l i n e =  m e a s u r e d  
D o t t e d  l i n e =  c a l c u l a t e d .
N o t e :  M e a s u r e m e n t  p o w e r  = 0 d b m .
V e r t i c a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 1 . 0  db.
H o r i z o n t a l  r e s o l u t i o n  = 2 . 5 ° .
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5.5 CONCLUSION
In the preceding sections, it has been demonstrated that the constructed 
four-element null steering antenna array has succeeded in its role as a test 
bed for research in signal direction resolution and antenna beam forming.
More importantly, this antenna array has openned a probable automatic 
interference cancelling strategy in which the antenna array processor 
determines the direction of the interference sources then synthesises an 
appropriate antenna radiation pattern to match. Since all the intermediate 
solutions are in closed form, greater flexibility can be afforded to 
counteract irregular interference behavours such as rhythmic pulse modulation. 
The advantage of being able to decide on the final radiation pattern using 
suitable polynomial characteristics is invaluable. In the case of 
conventional adaptive antenna, the steady state radiation pattern is 
generally indeterminant. Furthermore, antenna arrays of this kind do not 
suffer the uncertain convergency rate of the transient state, since all the 
transient stages take equal or less time as shown in Section 2.5. On the 
other hand, the configuration of this antenna array is perfectly suited for 
the implementation of adaptive algorithm introduced by Cantoni [64]. Perhaps 
the ultimate failure of this system would occur if there are more than N-l 
equal strength interference sources or some spatially broad signal present.
In such an eventuality, albeit unlikely, other algorithms [161] or antenna 
patterns [55,56] more suitable to deal with these situations can be executed 
as a last resort jump routine for the controlling processor.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
6.1 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this thesis, some of the problems associated with the construction 
of an automatic null steering antenna array have been discussed. Chapter 2 
is dedicated entirely to the problems and new imrovements in the area of 
antenna pattern synthesis with prescribed null constraints. The most notable 
method available in the literature is presented by Drane and Mcllvenna [54]. 
Their method focuses on the maximisation of the antenna pattern gain by 
orthonormalisation of the constraint vectors with the maximum gain space 
vector. The simpler approaches based on the principle of Drane and Mcllvenna 
[54] are also reported by Kwok and Brandon [52] and Steyskal [53]. The former 
considered the maximisation of the signal to noise ratio by taking the 
resultant constrained complex weight vector as a linear combination of all the 
desired null constraint space vectors, while the latter posed the synthesis 
problem as one of minimising the mean square error between a desirable pattern 
and the null constrained patterns. The relationship between the synthesied 
antenna radiation pattern with null consraints and the adaptive antenna steady 
state radiation pattern is established by Fujita and Takao [69]. It is 
shown that when the incident interference signal strength is indefinitely 
strong, the resultant adaptive antenna steady state radiation pattern is 
equivalent to that of the synthesised methods.
The conditions under which the methods of Drane and Mcllvenna [54], Kwok 
and Brandon [52] and Steyskal [53] are equivalent, are discussed by Ng, Cheah 
and Paoloni [62]. It is proposed that a direct solution of the null constraint 
matrix is in fact the optimum solution to the simultaneous signal to noise 
maximisation and controlled null placement problem. It is also established
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such a method is in fact equivalent to the earlier three methods mentioned. 
Using Ng, Cheah and Paoloni's method [62], Cheah, Madgy and Paoloni [75] 
have extended a novel antenna radiation pattern up-dating procedure based 
on the Modified Cholesky Method to efficiently up-data the desirable antenna 
radiation pattern without direct matrix inversion. This method would obviate 
the requirement of fast signal processing hardware to improve the antenna 
radiation nattern un-date transient response time­
In Chapter 3, the considerations regarding the resolution of the 
incident spatial signal upon an antenna array is presented. The majority of 
the the well-known methods related to this field are based on the eigen­
properties of the array covariance matrix. Owsley [81], Frost 111 [13], 
Hackett [82] and white [83] for example, used the properties of eigenvectors 
associated with the array covariance matrix and showed that each leading 
eigenvector when used as weights for the antenna elements, gives rise to an 
antenna radiation pattern whose main lobe corresponds to one of the incident 
sources in an orthogonal space. Cantoni and Godara [85] also showed that 
when the eigenvector corresponding to the minimum eigenvalue of the array 
covariance matrix is used as the antenna element weights, it produces an 
array pattern which has nulls correponding to the incident interference 
sources. However, in this case, the direction of the signal sources is not 
given explicitly and ambiguity can arise in this method when the number of 
the interference sources is less than N-l, where N is the number of the 
antenna elements. There are other well known methods such as the method 
reported by Davis, Brennan and Reed [84]. Their solution to the signal 
resolution problem is by using a maximum likelihood method which estimates 
the adaptive sum and difference beams and hence the angle of the interference 
signal sources. Moody [80], on the other hand, used the method of inverse
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filtering on a circular antenna array and obtained the coefficients of the 
inverse filter by measuring the output of each of the antenna array elements. 
Similarly, Cheah and Paoloni [59] resolved N/2 directions of the incident 
signals by solving a set of linear simultaneous equations and the roots of a 
complex polynomial. They proposed the used of Leavitt's [58] method in 
estimating the antenna array element outputs.
An extension to all the methods mentioned so far, is discussed by Ng, 
Cheah and Paoloni [60]. In this work, the formation of the information matrix 
from the assumed availability of the antenna array element output enables the 
N-l incident signal sources to be indentified. The method involves the 
evaluation of the zero eigenvalues of the information matrix. The number of 
zero eigenvalues available indicated the multiplicity of the information 
matrix. This information therefore eliminates the ambiguity problem 
confronted by Cantoni and Godara [85]. By expanding the corresponding 
zero eigenvector into an antenna array polynomial equation, the angle of 
arrival of the interference signals can then be easily resolved. The 
subsequent determination of the interference amplitude is straight forward.
The similar approach can be applied if the antenna array covariance matrix is 
known.
Armed with the knowledge gained from Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, Chapter 
4 presented the hardware designs of microwave and microprocessor logic 
components which are necessary in the construction of the automatic null 
steering antenna. An exhausive survey of the microstrip fabrication 
technique is undertaken to ensure a successful result under the confines of 
the limited resources. A detailed design philosophy on the realisation of 
a minimum component microcomputer is also presented. Chapter 5 described 
the assembly of the automatic null steering antenna and presented the 
experimental results obtained. It is obvious from these results that it is
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feasible to realise a practical antenna array system which is capable of 
rejecting the unv/anted interference signal while maintaining the maximum 
look direction gain. The signal processing strategy differs from that of the 
conventional adaptive antenna and enhances the signal control flexibility 
in allowing external interruption at any stage of its transient period, 
since at each state of its operation, the intermediate solutions are 
deterministic and bear actual physical importance. The ultimate outcome 
in the antenna radiation pattern is completely predictable with the antenna 
pattern polynomial arbitrarily chosen to suit other pertinent limits and 
constraints that may be necessary to conform, such as a Tchebyshev pattern.
In special cases such as a known trajectory of a wanted signal source 
or a known source of interference with unusual modulation, contingency 
algorithms can be implemented easily without any alterations needed to the 
antenna hardware. Moreover, if an adaptive algorithm is desired, the antenna 
array configuration is perfectly suited to the method described by Cantoni 
[64], Godara and Cantoni [162]. To conclude this thesis, it is appropriate 
to point to some remaining problems. Suggestions for further work and other 
hardware improvements needed in order to produce a practical and usable 
antenna array of this kind are provided in the next few sections.
6.2 FUTURE RESEARCH.
so far in this thesis, the problems of antenna radiation pattern 
synthesis with null constraints and the problems of spatial signal sources 
resolution have been discussed. There are however, several problem areas 
that would be of immediate interest. These problems are listed below:*
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6.2.1 THE ROLE OF RANDOM EXCITATION ERROR ON THE RESULTANT ANTENNA 
RADIATION PATTERN
When an antenna array is constructed, the measured resultant radiation 
pattern will differ from the intended design expectation obtained from the 
theoretical prediction. This discrepancy can be attributed to two categories 
of errors, namely, the systematic error and the random excitation error.
Systematic error is caused by errors introduced in the theoretical 
expectation due to factors unknown in the actual antenna element behavours, 
mutual coupling or factors which are normally too tedious to analyse, such 
as the radiation pattern of each individual element of the antenna array.
Random excitation error, on the other hand, is concerned with errors 
arising from tolerances in the actual fabrication or calibration of a 
constructed antena array. Understanding of the errors of the latter kind 
is of great importance in the actual construction stage of the antenna array 
as the effect on the eventual radiation pattern and the accuracy in the 
signal processing process can be predicted. The theoretical analysis of 
the contributions of the random excitation errors provides an accurate guide 
line for the the fabrication of each of the antenna array element. Immerce 
saving of time and expense can be achieved if those components which have 
lesser consequence on the final accuracy of the resultant radiation pattern 
and signal processing can be identified and be given less stringent fabrication 
tolerances. Further reading can be found in work produced by earlier [169].
6.2.2 MULTI-BAND AND BROAD-BAND TECHNIQUES
The application of multi-band and broad-band techniques has been omitted 
from this thesis as the subject does not relate to the automatic null steering 
antenna array constructed. Nonetheless, it is of considerable interest to
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those who wish to investigate the possible extension of the narrow band 
system into one which is capable of multi-band or broad-band operation.
Multi-band or broad-band operation involves a situation whereby the incident 
interference signal upon an antenna array cannot be adequately represented by 
a single frequency and has a frequency content encompassing a significant 
frequency spectrum. In this case, the appropriate complex weight chosen for 
one frequency f-j would not be appropriate for a different frequency f2 thus 
the null positions imposed using wavelength of the first frequency would be 
different for the wavelength of the second frequency. This fact leads to the 
conclusion that different complex weights are needed for the respective 
frequencies if the nulls constrained are to remain in the correct positions 
for all the frequencies concerned. An effective means of achieving this 
objective is to replace the complex weighting circuit discussed in this 
thesis by a transversal filter chain. A transversal filter consists of a 
tapped delay line having a number of complex weights as shown in Figure 6.2.1.
The frequency response characteristics of the tapped-delay line filter 
can be developed by considering the impulse response h(t) of the network.
For the input signal x(t)= o(t), then,
N-l
h({) = l w.j<$(t-ia ) 
i=0
( 6 . 2 . 1 )
where, i=0,1_____,N-1 denote the complex weights along the tapped
terminals. Laplace transformation of Equation (6.2.1) gives,
N-l
H(s) = l v^e'514
i=0
6 . 2 . 2 )
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F i g u r e  6 . 2 . 1  T h e  t r a n s v e r s a l  f i l t e r  c h a i n .  T h e  d e l a y  
l i n e  i s  d e n o t e d  b y  A.
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The frequency response of the transversal filter can be obtained by letting 
s= jo)»
2 irn
H(jw)= H(joj + — —  ) n=1,2,...N (6.2.3)“ A
Equation (6.2.3) shows the fact that the tapped-delay line transfer 
function is a periodic function of the frequency having a period equal to the 
signal bandwidth capability of the filter. Similar deduction can be applied 
to the multi-band situation albeit the problem related to the band resolution 
of H(ju)) needs to be investigated. Thus, the application of transversal 
filter in the problem of antenna array radiation pattern synthesis with null 
placement can be easily solved. The increased degree of difficulty in this 
case is the use of a complex matrix to represent the null position constraint 
instead of a constraint space vector, as it has been presented in Chapter 2. 
Further reading can be found from the works of Widrow el at [5], Frost 111 
[13].
6.2.3 ORTHONORMAL SEQUENCE IN ANTENNA ELEMENT SIGNAL OUTPUT ESTIMATION.
In Chapter 5 of this thesis, the signal output of each of the antenna 
array elements is determined by a method reported by Leavitt [58]. As shown 
by Leavitt, the relative ij; of the induced signals at the n antenna element 
can be evaluated by making eight seperate power- measurements for the first 
element and six other power measurements for each of the subsequent elements 
of the antenna array. can be expressed as in terms of the power .
measurements as follows
ip = tan
P3 + P8 " P7 ' P4 
P1 + P6 " P5 " P2
(6.2.4)
where , i=l, ---, 8  denote the power measured using the prescribed
orthogonal sequence phase settings
Similarly,
En= [ ( P1 + P6 - P5 - P2 )2 + ( P3 + Pg - p7 - P4 )2]°'25C
(6.2.5)
i .  L
where En, n=l,...,N are the n element signal output amplitude and C is the 
power conversion factor. Details of this technique can be found in Chapter 5.
The main disadvantage of this technique lies in its deterministic nature. 
It assumes there is no indeterminant noise power contribution nor errors in 
the power measurement. Thus this estimation scheme is likely to produce 
highly erroneous information in a realistic situation. The result is that 
the estimated antenna element signal output cannot be used with an acceptable 
degree of confidence. A more suitable technique appears to be the use of a 
successive orthonormal perturbation technique akin to that described by 
Cantoni [64]. Cantoni described a perturbation technique which enables the 
convergent gradient of a LMS adaptive algorithm to be determined. In this 
technique, the complex weight w is disturbed by a perturbation of the step 
size y in accordance to an orthogonal sequence such as Walsh function 6,
W+ = W + y6(i) (6.2.6)
where i is the perturbation cycle.
It is proven that by using this method the desirable gradient of the LMS 
adaptive algorithm can be determined. It is apparent that the technique can 
be further modified so that the individual element signal output can be 
determined. Further reading includes Cantoni [64], Godara and Cantoni [162],
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Cantoni and Godara [170].
6.3 FURTHER HAREWARE DEVELOPMENT
The performance of the constructed automatic null steering antenna 
array is presented in Chapter 5. There are a few aspects in which the 
present system can be improved, namely,
a) Individual antenna element signal output measurement unit
b) Transversal filter chain for broad-band operation.
6.3.1 INDIVIDUAL ANTENNA ELEMENT SIGNAL OUTPUT MEASUREMENT UNIT
Perhaps one of the most obvious deficiencies in the antenna array system 
presented in this thesis is the weakness in the Leavitt's [58] antenna element 
signal output estimation method. The result of the investigation as proposed 
in Section 6.2.3 would be of primary importance. However, for the time being, 
there are no other well-known means of evaluating the element signal output.
An hardware option in overcoming this problem in the case of conventional 
adaptive antenna arrays involves the use of a complicated signal correlation 
filter loop. Construction of such a system at 10.5 GHz would be prohibitively 
expensive. In addition, it lacks the compativity with its passive antenna 
counterparts where direct substitution of this type of antenna array system 
into an existing coimmunication or radar installation is not possible. 
Fortunately, for the automatic null steering antenna array system described 
so far in this thesis, the additional hardware implementation to achieve 
direct antenna element output detection is not difficult. Skatvold [164] has 
reported a simple hardv/are design in which specially designed phase detectors 
monitor the phase difference between two adjacent antenna elements. Using
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this technique together with the abundant information available on the use of 
microwave power detectors [164-163], a supplimentary antenna element signal 
output measurement unit can be designed to complement the existing 
automatic null steering antenna array system. A possible design is shown in 
Figure 6.3.1.
In Figure 6.3.1, the relative phase difference between each pair of 
the antenna element is detected by a phase detector which is simply consisted 
of a quadrature hybrid coupler and the necessary impedance matching 
transmission lines. The signal power is loosely coupled to the phase detector 
through a pair of parallel line couplers from the two adjacent antenna element 
feed lines. A second parallel line coupler is used with each of the antenna 
element feed lines to enable a portion of the RMS signal power to be detected 
by a suitable power sensing unit [166-168] or schottky detector diodes [165]. 
Although this signal detection scheme presented a feasible, yet simple and 
low cost option, it does have the the undesirable penalty of power loss due to 
the detection process. It is obvious that any intention to introduce active 
amplification would undoubtedly faced with the impossible propect of 
equalising the phase relationship among the amplifiers. Further reading 
includes Skatvold [164], Kerr and Anand [165], Farhat and Kopeika [166],
Mccain [167], Kapeika el at [168].
6.3.2 DESIGN OF TRANSVERSAL FILTER CHAIN
To allow broad-band or multi-band operations, the complex weighting 
circuit designed and discussed in Section 4.3 has to be discarded, Instead 
a transversal filter chain is to be used. Details of the transversal filter 
have been briefly introduced in Section 6.2.2.
The major design consideration in this case should be concentrated on 
the mechanical accomodation of the components since the physical dimensions
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at 10.5 GHz. are uncomfortably small to work with. Figure 6.3.2 shows one 
possible lay-out in which a transversal filter chain can be realised. The 
main disadvantage in this design is that the summation of the signal from the 
individual complex weighting circuit would require the use of external cable 
or extra long microstrip lines that have to present in phase signal paths 
from each complex weighting circuit output to the output combiner. To a 
lesser extent, there is also the problem of catering for the delay lines which 
is much shorter than the width of each complex weight, although one can 
overcome this problem by using multiples of a fixed lenght of transmission 
line.
Figur 6.3.3 shows a second design which uses non-planar microstrip 
contruction technique and required a relatively more complicated mechanical 
construction. However, this design allows accurate fabrication to be carried 
out easily using average electronics laboratory resources. The transversal 
filter requires 4 N control points in comparison with only 4 control points 
of a complex weighting circuit. Thus, the implementation of transversal 
filter chains requires a corresponding up-grading of the peripheral control 










Figure 6.3.1 The design of an antenna element output measurement 
unit. For a 4 element array situation, only 3 hybrid 
couplers are needed with 7 parallel line couplers.
6 power detectors are used to detect phase differences 
between adjacent elements while 4 other detectors are 
used to measure thr relative signal ouput amplitudes.
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Figure 6.3.2 A proposed transversal filter design layout.
This design is planar in nature and therefore 
can be printed on a single sheet of dielectric 
substrate, however the long connecting transmission 
lines required may taxed on the accuracy of the 





Figure 6.3.3 A non-planar design of a transversal filter
chain. The design is complicated mechanically, 
however, no long transmission lines are needed 
although the interconnecting point between the 
delay line and the complex weighting circuit 
’ may be a possible source of phasal error.
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Appendix A
Derivation of the transcendental tranformati on for, 
N




T Cos1 e =f(k.) i= 0,1.... ,N
n=0 n
T o  d e r i v e  th e  tra n s c e n d e n ta l t r a n f o r m a t i o n  f o r  E q u a t i o n  ( 3 . 2 . 3 ) : -
Consider the identity [158]:-
Cos r\y - (nCg + nC2 + nC^ + ____) Cosny
- (nC2 + 2C^nC^ + 3C2nCg + .)Cosn ^y
+ {nC4 + SC^nCg + 4C2nCg + ____ )Cosn'4y
- (nCg + 4C-|nCg + SCgnO-igt .... )Cosn y
+ . . . .
Rewritting the identity,
Int(íj-) n








































From E q u a t i o n  ( 3 . 2 . 1 ) ,
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Derivation of the solution to the simultaneous equations of the form:
m
l Akz" = Bn n= 0,1......N
k=0
1 9 7
Assume there exists a polynomial,
ym + C m - / ‘ 1+ .......... C0 = 0 (B -1 )
whose roots are Zm , Zm l ......ZQ
Thus, multiply the coefficients CQ, C1 ___ C . in the following
manner,
C0  ̂B0 = A0 + A1 + Am 3
C1 [ B1 = A0Z0+ A1Z1+ + V m  ]
Cm-1 E Bm - r  Vo""1 + Alzr_1 +.... + Vm""1] <*-2)
Summing right hand side and left hand side,
Cm-1 C1B1 + C0B0 = A ( Cn + C,Z- +....+ Z m 0 1 m m
m-1
+
+ A1 ( CQ +.C1Z1 + ...+ Z™'1 )
+ Aq ( C0 + C ^ q + ...+ Z™“1 ) (B-3)
therefore,
C i B ,+ m-I m-l •+ W  coBo = 0 (B -4 )
By multiplying the coefficients to increasing k*'*1 terms, and 
following the similar steps as (B-2),(B-3) and (B-4), 
then,
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With the solution of the coefficients Cq , C-j _____then Equation
(B-l) can be solved, and hence Zm , Z -j, ... Zq .
Using any m-1 equations of B, can be easily solved.
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APPendix C
Computer program for calculating the microstrip parameters, 
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130 WIDTH=1 / P I * ( X - 1 . / X - 2 .*A+A9 )*H 





Automatic null steering antenna array signal processor assembly 
















































































/REMEMBER A OR B IS CURRENT 
/WHICH QUADRANT?
/WHICH CONTROL BOARD?
/RESET QUADRANT CONTROL 
/PREVIOUS QUADRANT SETTING
/CLEAR QUADRANT SETTING
/SELECT CONTROL BOARD 
/SELECT MODE
/BOARD 1
/BOARD 1 QUADRANT SELECT CODE 
































































LDA A 3 } X
/SELECT FAILED
/LAST SETTING
/CLEAR THE RELEVANT SPOT
/REPLACE OLD SETTING



















































OUTPU1 LDA B ACIAST

















/ALL DEVICES OFF 
/DUMMY READ
/GOT IT ?
/DUMMY READ TO CLEAR CA2 
/CHANGE IT TO ASCII
/GET LS NIMBLE
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CMP A #1 OH
BCC SETCRY
























































NOELE FCC "** Selected eleMent not available **•"
FCB OAH,ODH,1FH
n oq dr FCC "** Selected quadrant greater than 4 **"
FCB OAH,ODH11FH
GOOD FCC "x* Received and executed **"
FCB OAH,ODH >1FH
SYSMES FCC “ANTENNA CONTROLLER READY*'
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FCB OAH ,ODH




QSGN2 FCB OOH ,04H,08H,OCH,0F3H
QSGN3 FCB 0OH,OlH,02H,O3H,0FCH
BSGNO FDB 1E1FH













































































































05F7CH, 05D7CH,05A79H,05878H, 05675H 
0808AH,07276H, 06D71H,06971H ,0666EH,0626CH 
0606CH,05D6BH,05B69H,05968H,05667H 
08173H,0736CH,06E68H,06966H,06665H , 06363H 
06063H,05D6DH,05B60H,0595EH,0575EH 
0826AH, 07361H ,06D5EH,06A5CH, 0665BH , 0635AH 
06059H,05E58H,05C58H,05A57H, 05757H 
08361H ,0735CH,06E5AH , 06A58H,06656H,06455H 
06154H,05E53H,05C52H,05A52H,05751H 





06147H,05E46H 1 05C45H,05A44H,05743H 
0834DH,0744AH,06E47H,06B46H,06745H,06444H 
06143H,05E42H> 05C42H} 05A41H,0574OH 
0844AH , 07445H,06E44H,06B43H,06742H,06441H 
06140H,05E3FH,05C3EH,05A3DH, 0573DH
06182H , 04D89H,04787H,03286H,03685H,03A84H 
03683H y 03382H >03081H>02C80Hy 0287FH 
































































03F4AH, 03A4BH, 0354CH,0314EH,02D4EH 
09E38H,06E3EH,05F40H,05243H,04B44H,04546H 
03F47H,03A48H,03649H,0314AH,02C4AH










































































































07BE1H ,06CF2H,067FFH, 063FFH,060FFH,05DFFH 
05AFFH,058FFH,055FFH,053FFH,051FFH 
Q7C80H,06C8DH,0689OH,0649OH, 06094H,05D98H 
05B9CH,0589DH , 0569DH,0549EH,051A6H 
07B7AH,06B7CH,06780H,06381H,06081H,05D85H 
05B86H, 05888H, 05689H, 0548DH, 0528DH 
07B6FH,06B73H, 06775H , 06375H,05F76H,05D77H 
05A78H,05878H,0567DH,0537EH,0517AH 
07A67H , 06A69H,0666AH,0626BH,05F6CH,05C6DH 
05A6EH , 0577DH,05571H ,05374H,05174H 
07961H ,06A63H, 06563H,06265H,05F66H , 05C67H 
05967H , 05768H,05569H, 05369H,0516BH 
0785BH,06A5CH,0655DH,0615DH,05E5DH,05B5FH 
05961H ,05761H ,05462H,05263H,05065H 
07756H,06A57H,06558H,06158H,05E59H,05B5AH 
0595AH,0565BH,0545CH,0525DH,0505EH 
07651H ,06953H,06353H, 06054H,05D54H,05B55H 
05855H, 05656H, 05456H, 05257H, 04F58H 
0754DH,0694EH,0634FH,0604FH,05D50H,05A50H 








03D71H ,03A71H,03771H,03371H ,02E70H 
06A72H,0556EH,04F6DH, 04A6CH, 0456CH,0416CH 
03D6AH,03A6BH,Ö366AH,0326AH,02D69H 
0686CH,05469H,04E68H,04868H,04467H , 04067H 
03D67H, 03966H , 03566H, 03165H, 02D65H 
06668H,05365H, 04D64H,04863H, 04463H,04063H 
03C62H, 03862H, 03561H , 03161H, 02C61H 
06564H,05362H , 04D61H,0475FH, 0435EH ,03F5EH 
03C5EH, 0385DH, 0345DH, 0305CH, 02C5CH 
06561H ,0515EH, 04D5DH,0485DH,0435CH,03F5BH 
03C5BH, 0395BH , 0355AH, 03159H, 02C59H 
06454H , 0535BH, 04C5AH,0475AH,04359H,03F59H 
03C58H, 03857H, 03557H, 03057H, 02B56H 
06358H,05058H, 04B57H,04657H,04256H,03E55H 
03B55H , 03754H,03354H, 03053H,02B53H 
06358H,05056H, 04A55H,04554H,04153H,03E53H 
03A52H, 03651H , 03351H, 02F50H, 02A4FH
OA676H,07D7EH,07283H,06A85H, 06388H,05D88H 
0588AH,0528CH,04E8EH,04A8EH,0458EH 
0B25AH } 0875EH ,07961^07061^ 06862H > 06163H 
05C65H,05767H,05267H,04D67H,04967H 
0BC51H t 08B57H,07B58H,07359H,06A5AH,0636BH 
05D5CH t 0595CH,0535DH,04E5DH} 04A5DH
211
FDB 0BD4CH,08B50H,07E51H,07553H, 06D54H,06654H
FDB 05E55H, 05A56H, 05456H, 04E56H, 04B56H
FDB 0C347H,0904CH , 0814DH, 0774EH,06E4EH,0664FH
FDB 0604FH, 05A50H, 05650H, 0515OH, 04C50H
FDB QC543H, 09147H, 08248H, 07949H, 0704AH, 0674AH
FDB 0614BH, 05C4BH, 0574BH , 0524BH, 04D4BH
FDB 0C93FH, 09442H, 08443H, 07A44H, 07245H , 06A46H
FDB 06347H, 05D47H, 05848H, Q5248H, 04E48H
FDB OCF3BH, 0963FH, 08640H, 07B41H, 07342H, 06B43H
FDB 06443H, 05E43H, Q5843H, 05343H, 04F43H
FDB 0CE38H, 0983CH, 0883DH, 07C3EH, 0743FH, 06B3FH
FDB 0653FH, 05F3FH, 0593FH , 0543FH, 04F3FH
FDB ODI33H, 09638H, 08839H, 07C3AH, 0743BH, 06C3CH
FDB 0653CH, 05F3CH, 0593CH, 0543CH, 04F3CH
FDB 0D32EH ,09834h , 08935H, 07D36H, 07337H, 06D38H
FDB 06538H, 05F38H, 05938H, 05438H, 04F38H


























0A381H, 0827EH, 07A7DH, 0747CH,06F7BH, 06B7AH 
0667AH, 06279H, 05F78H, 05C77H, 05876H 
0A56FH, 08360H, 07C6CH, 0756BH, 06F6BH, 06B6AH 
0676AH, 06369H, 05F68H, 05C68H, 05867H 
0A56AH, 08469H, 07C68H, 07567H, 06F67H, 06B66H 
06766H, 06365H, 05F64H, 05C64H, 05863H 
0A567H, 08465H, 07C65H, 07564H, 06F63H, 06B62H 
06762H, 06361 H,05F61H,05C60H,05S5FH 
0A564H, 08462H, 07C62H, 07561H,06F6QH, 06B5FH 
0675FH, 0635EH, 05F5EH, 05C5DH, 0585DH 
0A661H, 0845FH, 07C5EH, 0755EH, 06F5DH, 06B5DH 
0675CH, 0635CH, 05F5BH, 05C5BH, 0585AH 
0A75EH, 0845DH, 07C5CH, 0765CH, 0705BH, 06B5AH 
0675AH, 0635AH,05F59H, 05C58H,05957H 
0A75CH, 0865BH, 07C5AH, 07559H, 06F59H, 06B58H 
06758H, 06357H, 05F57H, 05C56H, Ü5855H 
0A759H, 08558H, 07C57H, 07557H, 06F56H, 06A56H 
06655H, 06355H, 05F54H, 05C54H, 05853H 
0 A757H, 08456H, 07C55H, 07554H, Q6F52H, 06A53H 
06653H, 06353H,05F52H, 05C52H,05851H 






















Ö7CD5H,072E8H, 06DFFH, 068FFH, 064FFH, 061FFH 
05EFFH, 05BFFH, 059FFH, 057FFH, 055FFH 
07DA1H, 076A2H, 06DA5H, 06AAAH, 066B3H, 062B7H 
060B7H, 05DB7H, 05AB8H, 058BEH, 056C2H 
07E7FH, 07583H, 06F85H, 06A87H, 0678BH, 0638DH 
0618DH, 05E90H, 05B93H, 05995H, 05797H 
07E72H, 07775H, 06F77H, 06B77H, 06779H, 06479H 
0617BH, 05E7CH, 05B7FH, 05981H , 05582H 
Ö7E64H, 07265H, 06C66H, 06966H, 06567H, 06268H 



















































0 3E54H,03B53H,03852H,0 3450H,0314FH 
06C5BH,05657H,04F56H,04A54H,04653H,04252H 
03E50H,03B4FH,0384EH,0344DH,0314CH 
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External controlling BBC computer hand-shaking listing in BASIC.
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L.
1 O R E M  Y.C. C H E A H  - N U L L  S T E E R I N G
2 0 0 N  E R R O R  G O T O  1090
3 0 R E M
4 0 * F X 2 , 2
5 0 * F X 7 , 7
6 0 * F X 8 ,7
7 O R E M  R S 4 2 3  AT 9 6 00 B A U D  
8 0 R E M
9 0 D I M  L O O K _ U P %  ¿-.1000 
100 R E M  * * * * * Y C C  N U L L  S T E E R I N G  A N T E N N A E
11 0 I F  ! L O O K _ U P %  <> & 8 4 8 5 8 3 A 4  T H E N  OSCLI ( "LOAD T A B L E  "+STR$ 'v L O O K  U P % ) 
12O R E M  L o a d  D i s c  F i l e  T A B L E  into m e m .
1 3 0 * F X 3 , 0  
140 R E M  
1 5 0 M O D E  7
1 6 0 P R I N T  T A B ( 8 , 10) CH R$ ( 141 ) .: "N UL L S T E E R I N G  A N TE NN A"
1 7 O P R  I N T  T A B ( 8 , 1 1 ) ,:CHR$ ( 141 ) .: "N U L L  S T E E R I N G  AN TE N N A "
180 P R I N T  TAB( 8, 3 0  ) .: " P R E S S  A N T E N N A  R E S E T  BU TT ON "
190 R E M  T I T L E  TO L A S T  10 S E C O N D S
200 T I M E = 0 .  ; o l d x = 0  ; o l d y = 0  ! n e w y = 0
2 1 O P R O C d e 1 a y <300)
220
230
240 C L S  
250
260 P R O C r x  
2 7 0 P R O C d e l a y <500)
2 8 0 R E P E A T
290
300 S O U N D  1 , - 1 0 , 5 3 , 2 0  
3 1 O P R O C s c r e e n (" B O T T O M " ) : C L S
320 P R I N T " -------------------------------------------------- n/
3 3 0 P R I N T ' ' " P l e a s e  E N T E R  a n t e n n a  e l e m e n t  number " ; : C $ = G E T $
340 IF E V A L (C $ )>4 T H E N  300
345 IF E V A L < C t )<1 T H E N  300
350 O N  E R R O R  G O T O  300
360 P R  I N T ' " N O . " C ♦ ; " IS N O W  A C T I V E . "
370
380 C = E V A L < C $ )
390 IF C < 5  T H E N  P R O C s e t l
400
410
4 2 0 U N T I L  F A L S E  •
430
4 4 0 D E F  P R O C s e t l
4 5 O P R I N T  " P l e a s e  E N T E R  X + jY C O M P L E X  W E I G H T S "
4 6 0 G R = 1
470 I N P U T  X$ , Y$ : X = E V A L <X $ ) : Y = E V A L <Y $ ) :C = E V A L <C $ )
480 O N  E R R O R  G O T O  300
4901 i ne$ = " E L E M E N T " + C $  + ": "+X$ + " +j "+Y*
500 t = I N S T R < X $ ,"-") IF t o o T H E N Q R = Q R + 2
510 t = I NS'TR < Y$ ) IF t <>0 T H E N Q R = Q R + 1
5 2 0 X  = A B S < X )  t  10 Y = A B S < Y ) * 10
5 3 0 x % = ^  : y% =Y
5 4 0 index% = 2 * < x %  + y % * 1 1 ) + < Q R - 1 ) * 2 4 2 + < C - 1)*968 
5 5 Q P R I N T  ^ L O O K _ U P % ? i  n d e x % ,~ L O O K _ U P % ? ( i n d e x K + 1 ) 
560a = L O O K _U P % ? i n d e x % : b = L O O K _ U P % ? < i n d e x % + 1) 
5 7 0 IP x%<> X O R  y%<> Y T H E N  P R O G c o r r e c t  
5 8 0 P P I N T  "a = " : - a ? "b= " O b
5 9 0 C i = " S " + C i + S T R i  Q R  + S T R i  '''a + S T R i  vb
5 9 5  P R I N T " ----------------------------------------------
6 0 0  P R I N T " M E S S A G E  T O  A N T E N N A  :" , '
6 1 O P R O C t  x ( C$ )
6 2 O P R O C r  >;
6 3 0  P R O C d e l a y (300)
6 4 0 o l d x = P 0 S  : o 1d y = V P O S  
6 5 O P R O C 1 a s t _1 i ne 
6 6 0 E N D P R O C
6 7 0  D E F  P R O C t x (s t r i n g i )
6 8 0 * F X 3 , 5
6 9 0 F O R  I%=1 T O  L E N ( s t r i n g i )
7 0 0 P R I N T  M I D i ( s t r i n g i , I % , l ) ;
7 1 O N E X T
7 2 0  * F X 3 , 0
7 3 0 E N D P R O C
7 4 0 D E F  P R O C c o r r e c t
7 5 0 1F X <> x% T H E N  dx = l E L S E  dx = 0
7 6 0 I F  Y <>y %  T H E N  dy =l E L S E  dy = 0
7 7 0  i n d e x % =  i ndex%+2*:dx + 2 2 £ d y
7 8 0 c = L O O K _ U P % ? i n d e x %
79 0 d = L O O K _ U P ? i ?  ( in d e x % + l )
8 0 0 a  = a + < c - a ) * ( X - x % )
8 1 0 b  = b + < d - b ) * ( Y - y % )
8 2 0 P R I N T  " c ,"d 
8 3 0 E N D P R O C  
8 4 0 D E F  P R O C r x  
8 5 0 P R O C s c r  e e n < " M I D D L E " )
8 6 0 P R I N T  " M E S S A G E  F R O M  A N T E N N A  "
8 7 0 A % = & 9 1 : X%=1 
8 8 0 C % = U S R & F F F 4
8 9 0  IF ( C & A N D M  0 0 0 0 0 0  ) <>0 T H E N  G O T O 9 3 0  
9 0 0 A % =  ( C % D  I V & F F F F  ) A N D & 7 F  
9 1 OPRI N T  CHRi(A%).:
9 2 0 G O T 0 8 7 0
9 3 0 P R O C s c r e e n < " B O T T O M " ):E N D P R O C  
9 4 0 D E F  P R O C s c r e e n ( S i )
9 5 0 IF L E F T *  ( Si ,1) = "B" T H E N  V D U 2 8 , 0 , 2 4 , 3 9 , 8  : 
T A B ( o l d x , o l d y + l )S T R I N G S  ( 39," ") ;E N D P R O C
9 6 0 I F  L E F T i ( S i , 1 >="M" T H E N  10 30 
9 7 0 I F  L E F T i ( S i , 1 ) < > "T" T H E N  E N D P R O C  
9 8 0 V D U 2 8 , 0 , 5 , 3 9 , 0
9 9 0 P R I N T  TAB( 0, n e w y ) S T R I N G i  ( 39 , " " )
10 0 0 P R I N T  T A B ( 0 , n e w y ) M i n e i
1 0 1 O n e w y = (n e w y + 1) M O D  4
1 0 2 0 E N D P R O C
10 3 0 V D U 2 8 , 0 , 7 , 3 9 , 5
1 0 4 0 C L S
10 5 0 E N D P R O C
1 0 6 0 D E F  P R O C d e l a y ( N )
1 0 7 0 T % = T I M E : R E P E A T  U N T I L  T I M E > T % + N  
10 8 0 E N D P R O C  
10 9 0 M O D E  7 
1 l O O R E P O R T
1 1 1  O P R  I N T  " at li ne " E R L  
1 1 2 0 E N D
1 1 3 0 D E F  P R O C l a s t _ l ine 
1 l 4 0 P R O C s c r e e n ( " T O P " )
1 l 5 0 E N D P R O C
II
P R I N T
A p p e n d ix  F
Schematic diagram for the complex weighting circuit control subcircuit. 
This circuit contains all the pin diode current drivers.
U * itoo
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F i g u r e  F - l  T h e  a s s e m b l e d  p i n - d i o d e - d r i v e  s u b - c i r c u i t
u s e d  i n  t h e  a u t o m a t i c  n u l l  s t e e r i n g  a n t e n n a .
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Appendix G
Schematic diagram of the mother board for the automatic null steering 
antenna array system. The mother board provides the interconnecting 
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The signal resolution program used to resolve the incident signal 































COMPLEX R V (10 >
DIMENSION E(8),T(10)
DO 100 1=2,4 
DO 101 J=1,8 
REA D (5,*)E (J)
E< J)=10**( <E< J)-E<1))/10.)
CONTINUE
AMP=SQRT<SOR T (<E(1)+E<6)-E<5)-E<2))**2 + <E (3)+ E (8)- E <7)- E (4) 
PHA£E=ATAN(<E (3)+E< 8)-E(7)- E (4))/(E (1)+E(6)-E < 5)- E (2))) 
VR=AMP*COS(PHASE)
VI=AMP*SIN(PHASE)
RV <I )=GMPLX(V R ,V I )
R V ( 1)=CMPLX(1,0)
WR I T E (6,104)(RV(I) , 1 = 1,4)
FORMAT(/,8 F 10.2,/)
CALL ANGLE(R V ,4,1,T ,.35)
DO 102 1=1,3








120 ^SUBROUTINE TO EVALUATE SOURCE ANGLES
130 * X - ANTENNA ELEMENT VECTOR
140 * N - DIM X
150 * M - NO OF SOURCES
160 * THETA - 2*PI*D*SIN<THETA)/LAMDA




210 DIMENSION W < 10),RA(120),R2(200)
220 11 = 0
230 PI=3.14159265
240 DO 1 1=1,N
250 DO 1 J=1,I
260 11=11+1
270 A d  I )=X< I-J+l )
280 1 CONTINUE
290 JOBN=2
300 DO 30 1=1,11
310 RA ( 2* I -1 ) =REAL (Ad))
320 RA(2*I)=AIMAG(A(I))
330 30 CONTINUE
340 CALL EIGCH(RA,N,JOBN,W ,R 2 ,N ,W K ,
350 WRITE <6,100) ( W d  ) , 1 = 1 ,N)




390 DO 2 K = 1 , N
400 IF (W(K).LE.WMIN) IN=IN+1
410 ox. CONTINUE
420 IF (IN.EQ.O) JN=N
430 IF (IN.NE.O) JN=N-IN+1
USING X & PISARENKO METHOD
,(10,10) ,WK< 100)






480 DO 4 1=1,JN









580 CALL EIGCH(RA,JN,JOBN,W ,R 2 ,JN,W K .
590 J J=1
600 DO 33 J=1 ,JN
610 DO 33 1=1,JN
620 2(1,J)=CMPLX(RZ<JJ),R2(JJ+l))
630 J J= J J+2
640 33 CONTINUE
650 WRITE (6,200) JN,(W(I),1=1,JN)
651 200 FORMAT <IX,15,(4E12.4))
660 TMIN=W(1)
670 DO 10 I=1,JN





730 DO 20 J=1,JN
740 2N=2(1,J)
750 DO 20 1=1,JN
760 Z ( I ,J )=2(I ,J)/2N
770 20 CONTINUE
780 DO 5 J=1,JN
790 B< J)=2(J,KT)
800 5 CONTINUE
810 CALL 2CP0LY(B ,M ,2 R ,IE R )
820 DO 6 1=1,M
830 IF (R E A L (2 R (I)).E Q .0) THEN
840 THETA(I)=PI/2.
850 ELSE
860 THETA <I )=ATAN2 < AIMAG(2 R (I)),REAL
870 END IF
880 6 CONTINUE
890 DO 102 1=1,M
900 X A ( I )= X ( I )
910 DO 102 J=1,M
920 A A ( I , J)=ZR(J)**<1-1 )
930 102 CONTINUE
940 CALL LEQT1C(AA,M,10,XA,1,10,0,WK
950 DO 101 I=1,M
960 X A ( I ) =CMPLX<CABS(XA( I ) ) , ATAN2 (All
970 101 CONTINUE




, R E A L ( XA < I ) ) ) )
Addendum
Spatial Signal Resolution in Coherent Communication System s
1 INTRODUCTION
In S ection  3.3 o f th is thesis , a d irect an gu lar resolution m ethod  of th e  in c id en t signals  
on a lin ear an tenna array is described. In th is  m ethod, the physical cophasal re q u ire m e n t  
o f th e  inco m in g  signals is ta c itly  assum ed. T he  purpose of th is A dd endu m  is to  exp lic itly  
discuss th is cophasal req u ire m en t and to  provide a plausible im p le m e n ta tio n  o f such a 
system .
2 A SSU M P T IO N S AND ANALYSIS
In th is  S ection  w e  considered  a specia l s ituation  w h ere  th e re  are iden tica l signal 
sources tra n s m ittin g  narrow  band signal o f th e  sam e frequency. These sources are in 
d iffe re n t spatial d irectio ns  w ith  respect to  a receiv ing  antenna array  as show n in Figure 1.
The signal sources are assum ed h igh ly co rre la ted  in phase and the  s ignals are  
assum ed to  p ro p ag a te  th ro ugh  th e  sam e spatia l m edium . The inc iden t signal w a v e fro n ts  
are th e re fo re  also h igh ly co rre la ted  in phase at the an tenna array. This c o h ere n t  
c o m m u n ica tio n  [1 ,2] s ituation  is co m m o n  in the  star co nnected  s a te llite /te rre s tr ia l 
c o m m u n ica tio n  ne tw orks [3,4] w h ere  the  tra n s m it oscilla tor o f th e  re m o te  te rm in a ls  are  
phase synchron ised  to  th e  m aster c lock o f th e  tran sm ittin g  hub [5 ,6 ,7] in a m u ltip le  
access p ro to co l such as TD M  pro toco l. The tw o  m ain advantages o f th is  co n fig u ra tio n  are  
th a t th e  re m o te  te rm in a ls  can assum e th e  high frequen cy s tab ility  o ffe rred  by the  
precis ion  m a s te r o sc illa to r o f the  hub. Such frequency standard  is usually e x tre m e ly  
expensive  and it w o u ld  not be cost e ffe c tiv e  to  instal one in each o f th e  hundreds m aybe  
thou san ds o f th e  rem o te  te rm in a ls  in th e  netw ork. Secondly, th e  phase locking  
co n fig u ra tio n  increases the  signal co h eren ce  and thus degrades th e  overa ll p ro b ab ility  o f 
erro r signal.
U n d er th is  phasal re la tionsh ip , th e re fo re , w h e n e v e r a rem o te  te rm in a l gains access to  
th e  hub, it is possible fo r the  re m o te  te rm in a l to  m aintain  a co n stan t phase at the  hub  
re c e iv e r th ro u g h  a duplex resynchron isation  stage in a s im ilar m an n er as a co n ven tio n a l 
^ s y n c h ro n is a tio n  process [2]. As a co nseq uence, a constan t phase can be m a in ta in ed  by
1
Figure 1. The linear an tenna array configuration
all th e  rem o te  te rm in a ls  through th is  process.
Figure 2 show s a co nven tiona l s ta r connected  co m m u n ica tio n  netw ork . Figure 3 sh o w s  
o n e  o f a num ber of co nven tiona l rec e iv e r to  tra n s m itte r c lo ck  synchronisation  schem es.
It is assum ed th a t the  received  signals at the  an tenna array carry ran dom  phase no ise  
w h ich  arises fro m  e ith e r the  n o n -h o m o g e n e ity  of the  a tm o sp h ere  or th e  tra n s m it/re c e iv e  
h a rd w a re  such as o sc illa to r phase no ise d istribu tion  [9].
The probab ility  d is tribu tion  fu n c tio n  fo r the phase no ise o f th is nature  can be assum ed  
to  be co nform ed to  T ikhonov d is tribu tion  [8].
Let 8j be th e  phase noise [9 ] o f signal s r S ince Bj, ¡=0,1,2,... are identica l and  
in d ep en d en t random  processes, th e y  possess the sam e probability  d is tribu tion  fu n c tio n , 
varian ce and m ean.
2
com plex  






F ig u re  2. A  typ ical s ta r c o n n ec ted  com m unication  n e tw o rk 1
T h e  p ro b ab ility  d is tribu tion  fu n c tio n  fo r  th e  phase noise in question is,
pdf(8)= esnr cos&
2tr IQ snr
where snr is the signal to noise ratio
IQ is the modified Bessel function of the kind,
F o llo w in g  the preced ing  assum ptions , th e  physical signals m odel a t hand y ie ld s  the





*  MCilletor Receiver
F ig u re  3. O n e o f th e  phase synchron isation  s c h e m e s 2
resu lts  b e lo w :-
• Expected va lue fo r  B is ze ro  fo r  B being norm ally  d is trib u ted  w ith in  th e  ran ge  
o f -it<  o r = B = o r < it.
iB
• Expected va lue o f e 1 is non ze ro  fo r  all i, if signal to  n o ise  ra tio  is non ze ro  
o v er th e  range o f -7r< o r « B *  o r <  it.
jB iB*
•  From  th e  p reced in g  res u lt , E[e °3=E[e ‘1 i=1,2,....m .
W h e re  E[.] d en o tes  th e  ex p e c te d  va lu e  of.
Thus, R eferring  to  F igure  1, th e  s ignal a t the  ou tp u t o f nth an te n n a  a rra y  e le m e n t is.
2
Extract from ref.5 pp.412 with modifications
A
sn=e-J«tj; a„eJ<*m+ BB ) 
m
where m Is the number of incident sources
<t>m ={2miTd sinot}/X 
d is the inter element spacing
a is the signal amplitude
X is the wavelength
a is the incident direction of the signal
T h e re fo re , fro m  resu lts  2 and 3, the  d e tec ted  output a fte r the sam pling process is,
<sn>=k£ aBeJ*m 
, m
w h e re  k is a co nstan t.
Figure 4  show s a w e ll know n PSK dem odu latio n  schem e in w h ich  the  QPSK phase  
in fo rm atio n  is ex tracted .
The fo llo w -o n  analysis on th e  spatial an gu lar reso lution  by a linear an tenna array can 
be foun d  in Section  3.3 o f th is  thesis. The next section in this addendum  is to  describe  a 
rea lis tic  app lication  scenario .
3 SPATIAL RESOLUTION OF COHERENT ALOHA COLLISION SOURCES
This section  describes a s im ple spatial resolution m ethod of co h eren t signal sources  
on co llis ion  access to  a cen tra l hub rece iver in a radio ALOHA [1,2,3] netw ork . The extra  
h ard w are  in v estm en t in th is  approach a llow s an additional degree o f fre ed o m  in the  
random  access pro toco l.
In a m u ltip le  access co m m u n ica tio n  system , the  m ain concern is to  u tilise a co m m o n  
co m m u n ica tio n  resource  e ffic ien tly . W hen th e re  are m ore than one signal sources w ish ing  
to  tra n s fe r d ig ital data packets to  a single central hub receiver sim ultaneously, one can 
use one o f a fe w  w e ll know n m ultip le  access s trateg ies  such as TD M A , FDM A or DAM A  
[2]. It is a lso  not un co m m o n  fo r a co m m u nica tion  n e tw o rk  to  adopt ALOHA pro toco l under
r*
F ig u re  4. Phase D e m o d u la to r b lock d ia g ra m 3
c e rta in  m u ltip le  access  co n d itio n s  [10 ,11 ,12]. ALO HA or R TD M A  a llow s s ig n a l so urces  to  
tra n s m it  da ta  p ackets  at ran d o m  tim e  slo ts . In th e  ev en t an access c o llis io n  occurs, data  
p a cke ts  se n t w ill be los t and th e  sen d er sources w ill no t rece ive  a c k n o w le d g e m e n t fro m  
th e  rec e iv e r. T he  se n d er so u rces  w ill th en  re tran s m it the  data packe ts  at ra n d o m ly  
s e le c te d  t im e  s lo ts  until a su ccessfu l access is ach ieved . U n d er an o v e rlo a d  s itu a tio n , 
A LO H A  access w ill e v e n tu a lly  fail.
T h e  p urpose o f th is  s e c tio n  is to  in tro d u ce  an ad d itio n a l degree  o f fre e d o m  in te rm s  
o f h a rd w a re  im p le m e n ta tio n  to  reso lve  th e  d irectio n  o f arriva l o f th e  c o llis io n  tra n s m ittin g  
so u rce s . Thus, a n u m b e r o f a lte ra tiv e  p rio rity  access s tra teg ies  are th e n  open to  th e  
n e tw o rk . A  p oss ib le  h a rd w a re  o p tio n  is to  use an ad d itio n a l beam  fo rm in g  an ten n a  [13].
3Extract from ref. 1 pp.367
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A m u ltip le  access re m o te  te rm in a l in a m odern co h ere n t co m m u n ica tio n  n e tw o rk  
g en era lly  uses th e  rec o ve red  rece ive  clock to  phase lock the  tra n s m it oscilla tor. The  
reason being th a t th e  re m o te  te rm in a ls  can assum e h ig her freq u en cy  stab ility  o f th e  
m a ste r c lock a t th e  ce n tra l hub as w e ll as achieve a h ig h er signal co herence . This  
tech n iq u e  perm its  prec ise  data packet capture w in d o w  in th e  hub receiver. As a resu lt, 
th e  accessing signal so urces are genera lly  correla ted  in phase w ith  one an o ther. 
T h e re fo re , in a fix ed  site co m m u n ica tio n  netw ork , th ey  can be arranged to  be in phase at 
th e  hub if necessary . D iurnal path changes correction  can be u p -d a te d  w h e n e v e r an  
access is ach ieved . U n d er th is  assum ption , a sim ple spatial signal reso lution  antenna  
system  can be rea lised  fo r  a PSK typ e  netw ork.
To s im plify  th e  .analysis, on ly  a lin ear antenna array is considered .
C on sider a lin ear an ten n a  array w ith  equally spaced iso trop ic  e lem en ts  as sh ow n in 
Figure 1. T he  s ignals rec e iv ed  by th e  n e lem ents  in the an tenna array  as a co n seq u en ce  
o f m -in c o m in g  PSK signals , ignoring  th e  e ffe c t o f m utual coup ling  b e tw een  an tenna  
e lem ents , can be rep res en ted  by a co m p lex  co lum n vec to r X  such tha t,
X=[X0,X,, ...Xn_,1
W ith  th e  co m m o n  c a rrie r fre q u en cy  im plic itly  expressed, X  can be expressed as,
( 1)
m
X= y ej(<i>t+&,a.S.+ NU I i
¡=1 (2)
w h ere ,
S ;  [1.eiaU i,n-” V
(3)
• a t is th e  a m p litu d e  o f th e  ith s ignal source.
• [.]T denotes tra n sp o s itio n .
• 3 is th e  read ju s ted  fixed phase shared am ong th e  signal sources w ith  
gaussian phase noise.
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• <J>t is the  fixed  to n e  PSK pream b le  w ith  T ikhonov phase noise.
• a = 2 ird s in 0 j/X .
• 0. rep resen ts  th e  bearing o f the  ith signal source w ith  respect to  th e  array  
broadside.
• d is the  in te r -e le m e n t spacing o f th e  an tenna array.
• X- is th e  o p e ra tin g  w aveleng th .
• N is the  ran d o m  w h ite  noise vector.
C onsider th e  exp ec ted  value o f both sides o f th e  Equation (2) and taking co n s id era tio n  





w h e re  c is a c o n s tan t and can be norm alised . < . >  denotes  the "Expected va lue  of".
N o w  define Q m atrix  as,
< x 0> <x j>  ... < X * >
Q=
< X . ,>  <x0>
< X n > ... <x0>
(5)
w h ere  { .} *  d e n o tes  conjugation.
To  d e te rm in e  th e  num ber o f signal sources m, th e  zero  e igenvalue o f the  m atrix  Q 
needs be found and its m u ltip lic ity  is denoted  as r. It is c lear th a t the  n u m b er o f the  
signal sources is g iven  by m = n -r. W ith  m known, the  principal m inor of Q w ith  o rd e r m+1 
is used.
The new  m atrix is denoted  by:
m+1
< X n >  < X - >  ... < X  >0 l m
< x t> <x0>
< x >  ... <xn>m u
(6 )
N ow  the  unique e ig e n v e c to r V Q corresponding to  th e  zero e ig en v a lu e  of Q m+1 is 
co m puted  as,
v 0=f p 0.P i ....p J t ; p0“ 1
(7)
Thus,




<  Sj > V Q=0; i=1,2,...m
(9)
Expanding Equation (9) in to  co m pon ents  o f V Q and S jf the fo llo w in g  re la tion sh ip  is 
obta ined ,
l Pke ' =0
k=0 ( 10)
-ja -
C learly, the  m roots o f th e  po lynom ial P(z) provide the so lu tion  e w h ere .
m




Thu s, U p  to  n -1  an g le s  o f a rriva l o f th e  in c id e n t s ig na ls  can be id e n tifie d . T h is  
fo rm u la t io n  a lso  a llo w s  th e  a m p litu d e  o f e a c h  s ig nal to  be d e te rm in e d  as w e ll.
H o w e v e r, if th e  th e  a rr iv in g  s ig n a ls  a re  n o t p h a se  c o rre la te d  th en  a s ig n a l c o v a r ia n c e  
m a trix  n e e d s  be k n o w n . In th is  case, th e  h a rd w a re  im p le m e n ta tio n  is c o m p lic a te d , an d  th e  
s o lu tio n  is w e ll kn o w n  [14 ].
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